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FOREWORD

Increasing demands for comprehensive career guidance programs
in our nation's schools has presented new challenges for guidance
personnel. To aid secondary schools in meeting the challenges,
the National Center for Research in Vocational Education at The
Ohio State University developed the Career Planning Support
System (CPSS). This program is sensitive to the career
development needs of youth and to the resources of the school and
community.

The CPSS program nad been a project within the National
Diffusion Network (NDN) for the past 3 years. Through this
contract The National Center has been able to disseminate infor-
mation about CPSS and to promote its use across the country.
This final report describes the activities that were conducted
under the NDN contract and the results of these activities. It
also contains recommendations on how the National Center can work
with the NDN in the future.

Appreciation is extended to those individuals who have worked
on the NDN contract, specifically Dr. Ann Nunez who served as
project director for the first 1-1/2 years of the project and
Ms. Karen Kimmel Boyle who served in that capacity for the
remainder of the contract. Word processing was provided by
Beverly Haynes. Editorial assistance was provided by the Field
Services staff. Appreciation is also extended to Mr. Harry N.
Drier, Associate Director for the Development Division, who
provided overall leadership to the effort.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMATI

School districts throughout the United States have always
been concerned about providing their students with the necessary
skills and knowledge to plan for and acquire meaningful careers.
In order to provide students with a quality set of career devel-
opment experiences, teachers, counselors, and administrators hef.td
to have an organizational structure that will make planning,
implementing, and evaluating the program orderly and relatively
simple. In response to the need for systematic program planning
for student career development programs, the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education developed and tested the Career
Planning Support System (CPSS) under contract with the National
Institute for Education during the years 1971-1979.

CPSS, a career guidance program support system, is designed
to provide the organizational structure and detailed procedural
steps required to install or improve a schoolwide career develop-
ment program. It does not prescribe what specific career devel-
opment activities a school Should use, but rather provides a
means for a school to focus its career development program on the
unique needs of its own students and within the bounds of its own
resources.

The developers of CPSS assume that "a systematic plan" is
derived from a coherent set of planning components. They indi-
cate that a systematic plan for ::areer guidance consists of the
following planning elements:

o An organizational structure that permits a career devel-
opment program to include clearly designated leadership,
permanent active committees and work groups, and admin-
istrative cooperation

o An assessment of the career development needs of local
students and use of the needs assessment results in the
career development program

o The creation of expected career development goals
reflecting assessed student career development needs

o The creation of behavioral objectives designated to
implement the goals

o The creation of student activities to achieve the
objectives and goals
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During 1978-1979, a national assessment study was conducted
to obtain data on CPSS's effectiveness. The study involved 18
schools in 7 states and compared the career development program
planning efforts of schools using CPSS materials (experimental
schools) with schools using their own plans for a career
development program (control schools) during 1 academic year.
The experimental schools (n=8) were matched according to such
factors as school size, racial/ethnic composition of the student
body, students' scores on standardized tests, and family income.
At the end of the year, the experimental schools showed evidence
of higher quality career development program planning and a
likely improvement of student career development skills as a
result of such planning.

The data collected in the assessment study were presented to
the Joint (0E-NIE) Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP). This panel
reviewed CPSS for its fidelity to accepted principles of
research, and subsequent dissemination. CPSS then obtained JDRP
approva:.

With JDRP approval, CPSS became eligible for funding through
the National Diffusion Network and was funded in 1982. Through
this contract, the National Center was able to disseminate
information about CPSS across the country and to assist
interested schools in adopting CPSS.

Following is a list of the objectives in the NDN-funded
project and a brief description of the activities related to each
objective.

Objective 1. Develop and provide materials for use in
adoption decisions, training instruction, and
program management and evaluation

During the course of the project, a set of promotional
materials was developed. The primary information piece provided
to interested individuals was a "CPSS Decision Guide" that
explained CPSS and its involvement with NDN. The dissemination
plan for the informational pieces was directed toward the schools
and other groups that would most likely be interested in CPSS and
could influence its use. Approximately 15,000 CPSS brochures
were distributed. In addition, news releases were sent to
approximately 150 newsletter editors. Finally, information was
disseminated through awareness sessions. Over 700 people
attended 22 sessions.

Otjective 2. Negotiate adoption agreement with state
facilitator grantees and educational service
providers
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To become an adoption site, school personnel had to attend a
s-hour training session, purchase the CPSS materials, and sign an
adoption agreement. Prior to a school becoming an adoption site,
project staff would discuss CPSS with the contact person to
determine how it could best be used. Seventy adoptions were
negotiated.

Objective 3. Provide assistance to potential adopters in
preparatory stages, training for adopter staff
members, and technical assistance in the
implemented stages of CPSS

Since CPSS is a complex seconLary program, school personnel
needed to know the National Center's toll-free telephone number
as this was an effective way to provide preparatory information.

The training provided to adoption sites allowed them a
sufficient knowledge of CPSS so as to begin implementation. A
counselor, an administrator, and a teacher were requested to
attend the session. The format provided participants an
opportunity to have hands-on experience with the materials in a
small group setting.

When technical assistance would be requested, project staff
were prepared to develop or adapt additional materials, identify
additional resources, or spend time discussing and solving a
problem.

Objective 4. Evaluate the quality and effectiveness of
activities addressed in objectives 1-3

The evaluation plan for CPSS incorporated strategies and
instruments that were designed to help project staff monitor
implementation activities and to evaluate the effectiveness of
awareness materials, training sessions, and follow-up efforts.

A survey was sent to 38 individuals who had inquired about
the CPSS to determine the effectiveness of the awareness
materials. Eight people (21 percent) responded to the survey. A
premise of the survey was that if people purchased CPSS or
inquired further, the awareness materials were effective. Fifty
percent of the respondents indicated that they had shared the
information with other school personnel. Thirty-seven percent
had purchased the materials.

The awareness sessions were evaluated in various ways. At
the time of each session, the presenter attempted to gather
written or verbal feedback data from the participants through A
few weeks after the awareness session, a survey was sent to
participants. The survey results indicated that participants
found CPSS interesting, but were unable to participate in the
program.

ix
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The training sessions had an evaluation component also. At
the end of each session, participants completed a question-
naire about the training session. The information obtained from
the first training sessions was used to revise the training plan.

Objective 5. Monitor and evaluate the quality of and
effectiveness of CPSS adoptions

The adoption sites were continually monitored. The CPSS
coordinator at each site completed forms that requested
information about the activities conducted by the site. Project
staff then reviewed the information to determine that the sites
had follow.: the process outlined in CPSS. Ten schools were able
to take the concept presented in CPSS and incorporate them into
their school's career development effort.

Objective 6. Maintain adoption records t' -A. include
dery graphic data, data, and
retention rates

Demographic data about the individual sites were gathered and
recorded in a format similar to that required or NDN reporting.
This included school, location of site, size of school district,
and number of people involved. The majority of the 70 .sites were
in Idaho, and the others were in Connecticut, Washington, and
Wisconsin.

Objective 7. Develop and implement a system to identify and
train certified trainers

During the first half of the project, the certified trainers
were identifed in an informal manner and were people who had
previous contact with CPSS. Sixteen trainers were identified in
this manner. A formal identification and training process was
established during the second half of the project. The design
was to have regional workshops to train identified, interested
individuals. One formal training session for certified trainers
was held, 12 people became certified trainers.

Objective 8. Identify and certify demonstration sites

Demonstration sites were schools that used CPSS and were
interested in helping others implement the program. During the
first year of the project, there were two demonstration sites-
Putnam High School, Putnam, Connecticut, and American Senior High
School, Hialeha, Florida. Putnam cosponsored a training session
and American assisted users with answering technical questions
related to the use of CPSS. Putnam continued to serve as a
demonstration site during the remaining years of the project and
was mentioned during awareness and training sessions.



Objective 9. Participate with other NDN grantees in
workshops and meetings arranged by the
secretary

During the course of the project, staff attended a variety of
conferences sponsored by NDN. At these conferences numerous
skill areas were addressed along with general NDN issues.

Objective 10. Cooperate with facilitator project grantees on
carrying out objectives 1-9 of this project

Project staff communicated by telephone and mail with staff
facilitators to provide them with information on CPSS and to
learn of potential interest in their state. CPSS staff assisted
state facilitators by completing questionnaires on items such as
certified trainers, adoption sites, and awareness activities.
When state facilitators learned of schools that were interested
in CPSS, the information was passed on to project staff.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are made to the National
Diffusion Network, based on this project's involvement with NDN:

1. Provide more specific guidance to the individual
developer/demonstrator (D/D) projects. During the course
of the CPSS project, project staff received little
communication and guidance from NDN on how to conduct or
improve activities. This could have been done by mail,
telephone, or in person at conferences.

2. Provide D/Ds with information about state priorities. It
would have been helpful to have had NDN give project
staff information on individual state priorities
so we could focus activities with appropriat' states.

3. Continue to provide opportunities for D/Ds to meet and
learn from each other's experiences. Having the oppor-
tunity at conferences to discuss issues with other
D/Ds was useful.

,,

4. Provide updates on what programs in the same content area
are doing. Information on what other career development
programs were doing could have been used to coordinate
activities.
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The following list contains recommendations for how CPSS can
continue as a nonfunded DID. AccorCingly, the National Center
should do the following:

1. Communicate with state facilitators about the continued
availability of CPSS materials and training on a cost-
recovery basis

2. Promote CPSS in appropriate brochures and communication
pieces

3. Present awareness sessions on CPSS, when appropriate, at
conferences and conventions

4. Have at least one person available to conduct cost-
recovery training on CPSS

5. Have at leers: one person available to answer telephone
and nail krests ,n CPSS

If the National Center would want to involve another program
with NDN, the following recommendations are made:

1. Select a program that is in a high-priority area of
NDN since this will be an area in which schools will
probably have needs.

2. Have a program that can be effectively implemented in a
classroom versus one that reauires schoolwide commitment.
It is easier to get one teacher to adopt a program than
it is to get 4T group within the school to commit.

3. Allow sufficient staffing for the project. At least one
full-time equivalent staff member is desired for an
effective project.

4. Staff the project with people who are interested in the
program and who have skills in the areas of written and
verbal presentation, interpersonal relationships so they
can work with school personnel and state facilitators,
and follow-through with school personnel.

5. Develop the design for the JDRP study so it can be easily
duplicated for JDRP recertification.

xii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Need for CPSS

School districts throughout the United States have always

been concerned about providing their students with the necessary

skills and knowledge to plan for and acquire meaningful careers.

This concern : :as been emphasized by the career education movement

that began in the 1970s. The oriorities identified by the career

education movement include (1) a need to blend student career

development into the mainstream of the educational practice and

(2) a need to meet increased accountability demands in the deliv-

ery of instructional, guidance, and counseling services in

secondary schools. Career development research also indicated

that systematic planning, implementation, and evaluation of

career guidance programs can assist school personnel in meeting

the aforementioned needs (Campbell et al. 1971; Hosford and Ryan

1970). In order to provide students a quality set of career

development experiences, the teachers, counselors, and adminis-

trators need to have an organizational structure that will make

planning, implementing, and evaluating the program systematic and

relatively simple. Career guidance needs to be considered a pro

gram with specific goals, objectives, activities, and accounta-

bility. longer can it be thought of as a support service and

be effective. In response to the need for systematic program

planning for student career development programs, the National

1
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Center for Research in Vocational Education developed and tested

the Career Planning Support System (CPSS) under contract with the

National Institute for Education during the years 1971-1979.

CPSS Components

CPSS, a career guidance program support system, is designed

to provide the organizational structure and detailed procedural

steps required to install or improve a schoolwide career develop-

ment program. It does not prescribe what specific career devel-

opment activities a school should use, but rather provides a

means for a school to focus its career development program on the

unique needs of its own students and within the bounds of its own

resources.

The developers of CPSS assume that "a systematic plan" is

derived from a coherent set of planning components. They indi-

cate that a systematic plan for career guidance consists of the

following planning elements:

o An organizational structure that permits a career devel-
opment program to include clearly designated leadership,
permanent active committees and work groups, and adminis-
trative cooperation

o An assessment of the career development needs of local
students and use of the neecs assessment result in the
career development program

o The creation of explicit career development goals
reflecting student career development needs

o The creation of behavioral objectives designated to
i-plement the coals

o The creation of student activities to achieve the
,lbjectives lni goals

2
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-he career Nanning Flppart Syste.a consists of hanibocks,

reprodacible -,rna, ani filmstrips and audiotape presen..-Itions

that lescribe a colprenensl?e organizational frauework and pro-

cedural steps 1 school staff can ase to create an accountable,

schoolwide, high school career development program. The follow-

ing list describes the complete set of CPSS materials:

.61 The coordinator's Trainin- :iuide is a self-instructional
training guide for the part-tine CPSS coordinator.

o The Coordinator's Handbook contains instructions that
describe step-by-step procedures for managing and inple-

-eating CPSS in the high school.

n Came/a-ready fors are reproducible copies of each form

needed far the questionnaires, instructions, CPSS Pr-Aram
Information File, and so forth.

Han !books

The Advisory Cr,mmittee Handbrok defines the responsihili-
ties and duties of Advisory Committee members.

rtssussing Fesources guides a resource leader in directing

a task force to collect information on and account for the
use of resources in the school and community.

Assessing 'Zec;s: Surveying provides instructions for
preparing, arininisterirg, and collecting survey ques-
ti,-,nnaires :'r ..1 students, graduates, parents, and

Assessi:-.g Tabulation contains instructions on
nanqilly tal-w:lati a data collectel by questionnaires.

;nalaying Methcis inforns a nethods speciilist about the
,Applirtion of 7lidance net:hods and about

intl!grite kn.7,wleige luring the construction
and review of career development units.

manAal for Writing Behavioral objectives is a self-
fnrtructional resc)arce for a behavioral objectives



Producing Career Development Units (CD!ls) provides
direction for leveloping career uiancetlevelopnent
activities.

o rilmstriplaulotape presentations include the following:

AV-1: "An Orientation to CPSS" orients interested
persons to CPSS.

AV-2: "Shaping Program Goals" gives an overview of
how the needs and resources assessment lead to
noals for a school.

AV-3: "Tlehavioral Objectives" accompanies the
behavioral objectives manual.

AV-4: "Producing CPUs" gives an overview of the
career levelopment unit process.

T)evelopmental Process

CPSS was developed and initially tested during a 5-year

frr,r, 1971 to In6. From 1971 to 1973, project staff at

':ational center and other experts in the field of career

-leveloprent concertualized rind levelope the basic components and

procedural steps for ZPSS. T2'uring this tine the system was

pilot-testei and rew:,.r1:ed based upon the input received. A

'-year (1974-1976) field test of CPSS followed and resulted in

important revisinnr -aterial. Thirty-eight individual

"lanh schools in 14 states, ronginl from rural schools of less

students 1,r1.,an and suburban schools of more

1,nn0 rtulPnt-, 11;,rt!iratei in the field test. After this

testimo, the --,11.-z.rial_s were streamlined and reformatted

er use.

3
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JDR? Certification

DLrinl 1-17;_1-1179 a aationel assessment stuly was con3coted to

obtain data on CPSS's effectiveness. The study involved 18

schools in 7 cftates and compere: the career development progress

planning efforts of schools using CPSS viaterials (experimental

schools) with schools using their on plans for a career develop-.

program (e,ontrol schools) az:.-inc 1 academic year. The

experimental schools (n.lo) and control schools (N:=8) were

according to such factors as school size, racial/ethnic

composition of the stu lent body, students scores on standardized

tests, ana family income.

Tn November 1973 and May 1979, staff from experimental and

:ontrol schools completei Career Development Program Status

Re;),orts iescri'r,in3 their school's career development program

planning. The. reports were rate' anonymously by a panel of

career levelopment experts to assess the .vality of career ie./el-

pient prg-am planning in each school. At the end of the year,

the experimental schools showel evidence of higher quality career

prolra-1 ng an: a likely improve lent of studefit

-arcer .:evelopme-t skills as a result of such planning.

71e lata collectel i . the assessment study were presented to

-he Joinr l'isse(ination 7-:eview Dane' OUP). This panel

in.sA 1'r it filoAity to accepted principles of research

11'0 s11,netit:ent lissenination. CPSS thon ooteined .TDRP approval.



ND*: Funding

With JDRP approval, CPSS became eligible for funding through

the National Diffusion Network (ND'). NDN, a section within the

T.S. Department of Education, provides funds to selected .7DRP

approved programs to promote their use in schools across the

country. The NDN accepted CPSS as a project in 1982. Through

this contract, the National Center was able to disseminate infor-

-lation about CPSS across the country and to assist interested

schools in adopting CPSS. Chapter 2 will describe in detail the

activities undertaken in the project.

I :
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

The CPSS project was accomplished by conducting and complet-

ing 10 major objectives. These objectives established by NDN

were as follows:

1. Develop and provide materials for use in adoption deci-

sions, training instruction, and program management and

evaluation.

2. Negotiate adoption agreement with state facilitator

grantees and educational service providers.

3. Provide assistance to potential adopters in preparatory

stages, training for adopter staff members, and technical

assistance in the implemented stages of a CPSS adoption.

4. Evaluate the quality and effectiveness of activities and

materials addressed in objectives 1-3.

5. Monitor and evaluate the quality of and effectiveness of

CPSS adoptions.

6. Maintain adoption records that include demographic data,

evaluation data, and retention rates.

7. Develop and implement a system to identify and train

certified trainers.

S. Identify and certify demonstration sites.

9. Participate with other NDN grantees in workshops and

meetings arranged by the secretary.

ln. Cooperate with the facilitator project grantees on

carrying out objectives 1-9 of this project.

9



The procedures followed in performing these objectives are

discussed in the following sections. The results of these

procedures are reported in Chapter 3.

Objective 1. Develop and provide materials for
use in adoption acisions, training
instruction, and program management
and evaluation

During the course of the project, a set of promotional mate-

rials was developed. At the beginning of the project, staff

reviewed informational materials (e.g., brochures, pamphlets,

newsletter articles) that haa previously been developed to

explain CPSS. Using the information from these materials as a

base, three informational pieces were generated for use in the

developer/demonstrator (D/D) project. An awareness brochure

explained briefly what CPSS was, how it was intended to be used,

cost of the materials, and the relationship with NDN. An item

referred to as "Executive Summary" (see attachment 1) contained a

summary of the JDRP submittal. The third item was the "CPSS

Decision Guide." The "Decision Guide" provided more specific

information about CPSS that potential adopters might need to

assist them in deciding to adopt CPSS.

The awareness brochure and the "Executive Summary" were often

the first items sent to potential adopters. People who received

these items were encouraged to request a "Decision Guide" if they

desired more information about CPSS.

At the end of the second year the awareness brochure and the

"CPSS Decision Guide" wer2 combined and revised. The rationale

10
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for this was that the information in the awareness brochure was

too brief and did not adequately explain CPSS. The new "CPSS

Decision Guide" (see attachment 2) then served as the primary

awareness piece. When interested individuals requested addi-

tional information, the Coordinator's Handbook, an important

portion of the CPSS materials, was provided to them.

The dissemination plan for the informational pieces was

directed toward the schools and other groups that would most

likely be interested in CPSS and could influence its use. During

the first months of the project, a mass mailing was conducted to

approximately 4,000 large city school districts. The mailings

contained a cover letter, the awareness brochure, and the "Execu-

tive Summary." At the same time and periodically throughout the

project, mailings were sent to NDN state facilitators and state

guidance and career education directors. Mail disseminations of

the information pieces was targeted toward state-level personnel

during most of the project, since project staff determined it was

the most cost-effective approach. However, during the project,

small scale mailings were conducted to selected school districts

when appropriate.

Another means of disseminating information was through news-

letters. A news release (see attachment 5 for sample) was pre-

pared and distributed during the first few months of the project.

The release was distributed to several guidance-related organiza-

tions and periodicals including Career Digest, Counselor's Infor-

mation Service, and The Guidance Clinic. In addition, an article
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(see attachment 4) appeared in the Centergram, the newsletter of

the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. During

Year III of the project, another news release (see attachment 5)

was written and sent to approximately 150 newsletter editors who

might be interested in running information about CPSS; they also

received a copy of the revised "Decision Guide." All of the news

releases and articles explained briefly the content of CPSS, how

the system can help a secondary school, the CPSS involvement with

NDN, the assistance available to a school adopting CPSS, and how

to obtain further information.

Another major means of disseminating information was through

awareness sessions. These sessions were 30-minute to 1-hour pre-

sentations on CPSS. The major purpose of the awareness sessions

was to provide people with basic information about what is

involved with using CPSS. The agenda for these sessions included

information about (1) NDN, (2) CPSS as a D/D project, and (3) the

components of CPSS and how it works (see attachment for the

script for awareness sessions). When time permitted, the film-

strip titled "An Orientation to CPSS" was shown. The awareness

sessions were conducted as part of larger events. They were

either part of NDN-sponsored activities (e.g., individual state

awareness programs) or programs at conventions or conferences

related to career development. CPSS project staff, certified

trainers, or occasionally state facilitators conducted the

awareness sessions.

12



A successful alternative to the awareness session was the

NDN-sponsored teleconference in June 1985. During the tele-

conference, CPSS staff member was able to present awareness

information to school personnel across the country in a cost-

efficient manner.

In order to disseminate information about CPSS's involvement

with NDN to people wa-,o have purc"..ased CPSS prior to program

approval by JDRP, project staff sent these users a letter

explaining NDN adoption and asking if they would like to become

involved.

Personal, one-to-one contact was also a manner in which

information on CPSS was disseminated. The use of the National

Center's toll-free telel-hone system allowed an inexpensive way

for potential adopters to discuss CPSS with project staff. This

in-kind contribution fr,m the National Center represented a

major savings of funds for the project. The toll-free number was

listed on all promotional material for CPSS, thus providing

readers of the material the opportunity for easy follow-up.

The training provided to adoption sites gave them sufficient

knowledge of CPSS so they could begin implementation (see attach-

ment 7 for the training design). As part of the design for the

1-day training session, a counselor, an administrator, and a

teacher were requested to attend. If the school liked, other

personnel could attend. The format of the training session was

changed after Year I of the project, since the initial design did

not allow for sufficient participant interaction. The revised

13
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format of the training session provided participants an oppor-

tunity to have hands-on experience with the materials in small

group situations. The first part of the agenda was the same as

that for an awareness session. Participants then would complete

a series of "in-basket" activities that helped them 1ecome famil-

iar with the detailed steps and procedures outlined in the CPSS

materials. Sonic of the training exercises came from the Coordi-

nator's Training Guides, a self-instructional training tool in

the CPSS materials. The last major activity of the training

session was the development of an action plan that outlined the

tasks the individual sites would take. A variety of instruc-

tional aids and techniques were employed in the training such as

handouts from CPSS materials, audiotapes and accompanying film-

strips, overhead projections, chalkboard displays, and discus-

sions with question-and-answer periods.

Objective 2. Negotiate adoption agreement with
state facilitator grantees and
educational service providers

The success of any adoption effort is dependent on the com-

mitment of the parties involved. To become an adoption site, a

school was to enable representatives to attend a 6-hour training

session, purchase the CPSS materials, and sign an adoption agree-

ment. The adoption agreement that t'as initithy developed for

the project was revised during Year II. The revised agreement

more clearly outlined the roles and responsibilities of the

adopting school and the CPSS project staff (see attachment 8).

14
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The revised agreement took into account the fact that the

adopting school may ha:.: satisfactorily completed some of the

planning steps of CPSS prior to program installation.

Prior to a school becoming an adoption site, project staff

would discuss CPSS with the contact person and point out how it

could best be used in the school=s situation. Often a school

would send personnel to a training session before signing an

adoption agreement. By attending the training session, these

school representatives would have a better idea if CPSS was

useably_ in their school.

Objective 3. Provide assistance to potential
adopters inoreparatory stages,
training for adopter staff members,
and technical assistance in the
implemented stages of a CPSS adoption

It is important to note that CPSS is a complex, secondary

school progam that requires schoolwide commitment to implement.

Before a school could send staff members to a training session,

interest needed to be expressed by a number of people in the

school.

The provision of the toll-free telephone number served as an

effective means for potential adopters to obtain additional

information about CPSS prior to making a formal commitment.

Also, one training session was conducted at a certified demon-

stration site. This arrangement allowed participants to learn

firsthand abnut the experiences of a school using CPSS.

15



The training process and design were described under objec-

tive 1 in this chapter, so it will not be repeated here. The

majority of the school personnel who signed adoption agreements

did so after attending a training session. The project staff

encouraged sianing prior to the training; however, schools did

not want to commit to use of CPSS until they had a more complete

idea of what was involved. School personnel most often learned

of training sessions in their geographic area through mailings

conducted by CPSS staff. When a training session was planned in

a ;tate, auidance directors in that area were notified and

invited to attend. The project requested a team of three people

be trained; however, this often did not occur. The director of

guidance and a counselor or teacher was the most frequent team

configuration. The director of guidance sometimes had authority

from the principal to agree to be an adoption site.

When technical assistance would be requested, National Center

project staff would determine the best manner in which to provide

it and arrange for either project staff or certified trainers to

assist the adoption site. This assistance could be initiated and

administered through an on-site visit or by a telephone contact.

In order to carry out the technical assistance, project staff

were prepared to develop or adapt additional materials. identity

additional resources, or spend time discussing and solving a

problem. After the assistance would be completed, there would be

a follow-ur to deter7ine !1) whether it met the site's needs and

(2) if the results wore rnsitive or negative.

16
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Objective 4. Evaluate the quality and
effectiveness of activities
addressed in objectives 1-3

The evaluation plan for the developer demonstrator project

incorporated strategies and instruments that were designed to

help project staff monitor implementatLon activities and to eval-

uate the effectiveness of awareness raterials, training sessions,

and follow-up efforts. In addit.on to monitoring the dissemina-

tion effort initiated by the National Center, project staff

devised a standard format for recording all CPSS inquiries

originating from the field. This format enabled staff to enter

requests by state and to record follow-up action taken. The CPSS

Inquiry File was stored on the word processor to facilitate

updating the file.

The following is a description of the evaluation designs used

to determine the effectiveness of the awareness materials, aware-

ness sessions, and training sessions. The results of these

efforts are presented in chapter 3 of this report.

The effectiveness of the awareness materials was evaluated

through use of a survey letter (sae attachment 9 for a copy of

the letter). This survey was sent to individuals who had

inquired about CPSS. The letter requested such information as

who reviewed the awareness materials, whether CPSS had been

purchased, why it was or was not purchased, and whether the

school personnel was interested in more information. A premise

of the survey was that if people purchased CPSS or inquired

further, the awareness materials were effective.

17



The awareness sessions were evaluated in various ways. At

the time of each session, the presenter attempted to gather data

from the participants. Sometimes a short evaluation form was

administered which asked participants what they liked and did not

like about the program. Other times the presenter would talk

with the participants to gain an understanding of their thoughts

about the program. A few weeks after the awareness session, par-

ticipants received a written questionnaire (attachment 10) as a

follow-up. This questionnaire asked how the information about

CPSS was used and if they desired additional information.

The training sessions had an evaluation component. Toward

the end of each session, participants were given a questionnaire

that asked about specific aspects of the training (see attachment

11). There was follow-up communication with the participants of

the training sessions by letter or by telephone. The purpose of

the follow-up was to encourage adoption if an agreement had not

been signed or to discuss the next steps to be taken if an agree-

ment had been signed.

Objective 5. Monitor and evaluate the quality
of and effectiveness of CPSS
adoptions

The adoption sites were monitored on a continual basis. The

monitoring served two basic purposes: (1) to obtain evaluation

data and (2) to follow the progress of the sites so that neces-

sary technical assistance could be provided. The CPSS coordina-

tor at each site was relnestei to complete a reporting form once

18



every 2 months. This form (see attachment 12) requested informa-

tion about the activities that the site had conducted during the

reporting period, including who was involved, procedures used,

time spent, and results. The CPSS coordinators also were asked

to describe any difficulties they encountered and the remedial

action they undertook. If the CPSS coordinator thought that

technical assistance would be of benefit, they were urged to

describe the nature of the assistance that they would like to

receive. Project staff then reviewed the information from the

sites to determine if it followed the process outlined in CPSS.

In addition, through the use of CPSS materials, the sites eval-

uated their own effectiveness. CPSS contains procedures for

ongoing evaluation of the planning purpose and the resulting

student activities, thus providing sites with an understanding of

how well they are meeting students' career development needs.

Objective 6. Maintain adoption records that
include demographic data,
evaluation data, and retention
rates

Adoption records were maintained by project staff to facili-

tate (1) the reporting of data to NDN and (2) the follow-up

efforts. Demographic data about the individual sites were

gathered and recorded in a format similar to that required for

'ZDN reporting. This included school location of site, size of

school district, and number and type of people involved. The

evaluation data pertaining to each site were recorded in the

lg



adoption files. At the end of each year of the project, each

site was asked if it wanted to continue its work as an adoption

site; this information was recorded in the site's folder.

Objective 7. Develop and implement a system
to identify and train certified
trainers

The certified trainer system became established by Year III

of the project. During the first 1-1/2 years, the certified

trainers were identified and trained on a one-to-one basis in an

informal manner. These certified trainers where individuals who

had previous contact with CPSS and were knowledgeable about how

the program operated. The major effort of training for these

people was to learn about CPSS's relationship to the NDN.

During the end of the second year, the project developed a

formal design for idertification, training, and use of certified

trainers. The design was to have regional workshops to train

identified, interested individuals.

The following groups of peopl_ were contacted when a workshop

was being scheduled in their area: counselor educators who

taught career development-related courses, state department of

education directors .f career education, and directors of guid-

ance. These people were invited to attend the train-the-trainer

workshop and were askefi to identify others who they thought would

he effective trainers. One day of training was conducted with

the people who attended the workshop. The design of this train-

the-trainer workshrl) was similar to that of the training for

adoption sites. 'I've najor difference in the agenda related to

20



the next steps to be taken by the participants. Instead of

developing action plans, the potential certified trainers learned

about what their roles and responsibilities would he. After a

discussion of this, the participants were given an agreement to

sign (see attachment 13). This agreement allowed trainers to

indicate the type of training they wanted to conduct, how often

they could wo=k for the project, and the geographic area in which

they desired to work. The people who agreed to be certified

trainers received a complete set of the CPSS materials and the

training plan. Built into the design for use of the trainers was

updating of skills. Before certified trainers would be used by

the project, the trainers had to ensure that they could conduct

the task.

Trainers most often conducted awareness sessions; some cocon-

ducted training sessions. In addition, trainers were qualified

to provide evaluation and technical assistance.

Objective 8. Identify and certify demonstration
sites

Demonstration sites for CPSS were identified from those

schools that had effectively used CPSS. Each potential demon-

stration site was contacted and asked if it would be interested

in the role. Schools that provided a positive response were

questioned further to determine how they were using CPSS and how

they would he able to provide assistance to others. Project

staff selected demonstration sites based on the school's willing-

nes; to participate, enthusiasm about CPSS, and the coordinator's

21
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ability to communicate the school's career development

activities.

Objective 9. Participate with other NDN grantees
in workshops and meetings arranged
by the secretary

During the course of the project, staff attended a variety of

conferences sponsored by NDN. The first conference was the new

Developer/Demonstrator Workshop held October 1982 in Washington,

D.C. The purpose of the workshop was to orient new D/Ds to NDN

and to provide them with assistance necessary to disseminate

their programs. Attendance at the workshop enabled new demon-

strators to meet each other, their program officers, NDN-D staff,

and the state facilitators who were present. As a new D/D in

1982, project staff gave a brief presentation at a state facili-

tators workshop in December 1982. Through this presentation,

state facilitators gained an understanding of CPSS.

In March 1983, staff attended the region 2 meeting in

Memphis, Tennessee. This meeting highlighted such issues as

identifying and obtaining support from alternative funding

sources, design and implementation of certified trainer systems,

anti rqral dissemination strategies. Also, staff attended the

annual NDN meeting in June 1983. At this meeting various issues

related to NDN operati.ms were addressed.

Project staff attended a technical assistance meeting held in

Phoenix, Arizona, in March 1984. This regional meeting provided

assistance in various areas such as development of awareness

materials, -',certification requirements, use of certified

22
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trainers, and making videotape production. Also, the annual NDN

conference was held in February 1985. At this conference numer-

ous skill areas such as using computers as management tools,

developing speaking skills, writing adoption agreements, and

developing marketing skills were presented at the conferences as

well as general NDN issues.

Another major activity requested through NDN was JDRP recer-

tification. Every 5 years a program must submit evidence that it

is still effective. In order to complete this task, project

staff went back to a school that hai been involved in the initial

evaluation study (American High School, Hialeah, Florida) and

compared data collected in 1979 to new data. Project staff

duplicated the original process as much as possible. The CPSS

coordinator at the site completed a Career Development Status

Report that was independently reviewed by career development

experts. Attachment 14 contains the submittal.

Objective 10. Cooperate with facilitator project
grantees on carrying out objectives
1-9 of this project

The first step in this area was to communicate planned

activities with all facilitator project grantees. A brief

aescription of the project's capabilities, achievements, methods,

resources, and expectations was sent to all facilitator project

grantees, as well as awareness information and materials. After

that initial effort, special emphasis was given to direct commun-

ication with facilitators in states where there was positive

response to CPSS awareness materials.

23
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In January 1984, project staff contacted all state facilita-

tors by telephone. These calls were made to discuss potential

strategies for encouraging CPSS adoptions. Since that time, all

state facilitators have been contacted by mail on a periodic

basis. When new brochures were developed, each facilitator was

sent a supply. Also, letters requesting assistance in dissemi-

nating CPSS were sent at various times during the project.

CPSS project staff assisted state facilitators. This assis-

tance often took the form of completing questionnaires on items

such as certified trainers, adoption sites, and awareness activi-

ties. When state facilitators learned of schools that were

interested in CPSS, the information was passed on to project

staff.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS OF THE EFFORT

This chapter describes the dissemination results of the pro-

ject. Instead of describing the results by project objectives,

they will be presented by major activities of the project. The

chapter is divided into the following areas: (1) inquiries,

(2) distribution of awareness materials, (3) awareness sessions,

(4) adoptions and training, (5) certified trainers, (6) demon-

stration sites, and (7) cooperation with state facilitators.

Inquiries

During the course of the project, numerous individuals

inquired about CPSS. These contacts were made through the mail,

the telephone, or in person. Mail and telephone contacts were

made to project staff at the National Center. Personal contacts

mainly were made at conferences and conventions. Chart 1 indi-

cates, by state, the number of people who inquired about CPSS and

the positions these people held. The majority of inquiries were

made at conventions and conferences (702), followed by mail (62),

and telephone (55) requests.

Distribution of Awareness Materials

For reporting purposes, all written awareness materials used

during the project are grouped together. The items include the

original awareness brochure, the original "CPSS Decision Guide,"

the revised "CPSS Decision Guide," the "Executive Summary," news-

letl.er articles, and individual letters. Chart 2 Gepicts the
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CHART 1

INQUIRIES MADE ABOUT CPSS

I

Mail
Tele-
phone

In

Person

Local Guidance/
Career Educa-
tion Personnel

Local
Teachers

Local
Admini-
strators

'Intermediate
Agent
Perso.mel

State
Guidance
Supervisors

State Career
Education
Supervisors

State
Facilitators

Counselor
Educators Others

Alabama 2 X X

Alaska 1
X

Arizona 2 6 X X X

Arkansas 1 54 X X X X X X

California 3 4 17 X A X X X

Colorado 2 1 X X

Connecticut 1 6 X X X

Delaware 1
X

District of
Columbia 1 X

Florida 6 4 1 X X X X

Georgia

Hawaii 1
X

Idaho 2 X X

Illinois 3 11 1 X X X X X X X
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ChART 1--Continued

ITele-
Mall'phone

Local Guidance/
In Career Educe-

Pi-..s...r ti:In Personnel
Local
Teachers

Local !Intermediate
Adminl- Agency
strators Personnel

State
Guidance
SJpervisors

State Career
Education
Supervisors

State
Facilitators

Counselor
Educators

I

Others

Indiana
1

I 1 2 X 1 X

Iowa 1

t
X

Kansas 7 1 X X

Kentucky 6 X X

i

X
1

Louisiana X I

1

Maine

111111
1

Maryland
X

Nasse.th4sett,
X

Micnigan 3 X X X

m1 n:42.sota X A

Mississippi 2
X

Miss.ziuri 1 1 X

Mc.ntana 1 x

Nel..raska 1 X

Newt :.'an wire 1 2

__L
12 X
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CHART 1-- Continued

j_

Mail
ele-

phone

! Local GJidance/
In Career Educe-

Person Lion Personnel

(Local
Local fAdmini-
Teachersstraters

Intervaelate
Agency
Personnel

State State Career;
1Guidance 'Education (State -Counrelar

Supervisors Supervisors ;Facilitators Educators
I

Of -s

New Jersey 2 2 yJ X X
i

i X X

Usk/ Mexico
1 X

!.:-.,-1: York b 1 X x X x

!orth Zarallra

Nort'It'axota

:hlo Et2 X X

Oklahooa
X

Orepn

11111

7 7

,

X

Pormsylvania S X

P'` de Island
X

SeJth Carolina 3 J 3 3J X X X X X X

South :ek.,ta

Tennessee X

Texas 2 16 X X X

utah

1
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CHAR( - -Ctotiued

I

Mail
Teie-
plhone

iLocai
in 0..reer

t'ersor.ft-Jn

Guidance/
Educa- Lccai

Parsonnel

Local iintorcediateptato
Adoiri- Agenty
stcators ?cr.:once! Superv6ors

'State Career'
Education
Supervisors

State
Factiitators.

I

=:=100ters

Tcrmoit 1

Virginia t

jt

t X

wa.s.',Iington i 5 X X X

*est Vir-97-la I

t
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I

s
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0-
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i X
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I
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manner in which items were disseminated in each state. The chart

in3icates the positions of the people in each state who received

materials, the number of items sent to each person, and how the

materials were used.

To summarize the chart, 9,413 awareness items were dissemi-

nated and distributed. Across the states, Illinois received the

most awareness items (3,458), followed by Connecticut (723), and

Wisconsin (350). Awareness items were used primarily for indi-

vidual mailings, supplies for responding to specific requests,

and distribution at conferences.

Besides the awareness information that the project staff

developed and disseminated, some state facilitators also distri-

buted information about CPSS. Many states used the Educational

Programs That Work publication, which describes CPSS, to tell

their school personnel about it. The following is a description

of these activities.

o North Dakota sent to all of the state's school adminis-
trators and county superintendents a copy of Educational
Programs That Work which includes CPSS descriptions (total
of 305).

o Missouri eublished a newsletter article that was received
by all educators in Missouri (approximately 4,000).

o Michigan distributed information in Educational Programs
That Worl, to an undetermined number of administrators.

o Kentucky listribute,i copies of Educational Programs That
Work across the state (approximately 400).

o Illinois distributed copies of Educational Programs That
Work to counselors, principals, superintendents, and
career daidance center directors (approximately 6,000).
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o Utah for the 3 years of the project sent copies of Edu-
cational Programs That Work and a newsletter article
(approximately 15,000).

o Connecticut twice a year disseminated the information from
Educational Programs That Work and a newsletter article
(total 3,840).

o Massachusetts distributed information packets that
included a brochure and a reprint of Educational Programs
That Work to teachers, counselors, and administrators
(total of 20).

o Washington sent information from Educational Programs That
Work and newsletter articles to various educators across
the state (approximately 1,300).

o Delaware each year for 3 years distributed two copies of
Educational Programs That Work to the local school dis-
tricts in the state.

o Montana distributed information from Educational Programs
That Work to the local school districts in the state.

o Arizona had articles about CPSS in two of its newsletters
that were sent to administrators (approximately 6,000)-

o Nebraska distributed copies of Educational Programs That
Work to superintendents, nrincipals, educational service
units linkers, and college linkers (total 1,240).

o Pennsylvania distributed an unknown number of copies of
the informetion in Educational Programs That Work to
educators on request.

o Texas sent informWeion about CPSS in a mass mailing to
district superintendents (approximately 80).

o A,!aryland mailed copies of a minicatalog containing infor-
mation on all career education programs to supervisory
personnel in each of the state's 24 public local educa-
tional agencies and to all state personnel..

In addition to the items distributed by proicct staff and

state facilitators, approximately 5,500 CPSS brochures were made

available at national conferences. Turing the time period of the

CrSS project, Ole national Center for P.,search in Vocational Eau-

,chihited inSS materials at approximately 153 conferences,
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conventions, and meetings. Exhibits appeared at the conferences

of the American Association of School Administrators, National

School Boards Association. American Association for Counseling

and Development, American Vocational Association, and Ohio coun-

selor workshops. Other examples of conferences at which CPSS was

exhibited are listed next.

to 1982

--Regional Conferences of Guidance Counselors in Easton,
Maryland

--Yearly Counselor Workshops in Columbus, Ohio

- -American Association for Counseling and Development in
Detroit, Michigan

--American Vocational Association in St. Louis, Missouri

O 1983

--Mississippi Vocational Association in Starkville,
Louisiana

--Louisiana Convention of Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion in Baton Rouge

- -MassachLsetts Vocational Guidance Association in Boston

--School ,istrict Counselors in Chicago, Illinois

--American Association of School Administrators in
Atlantic City, New Jersey

-- American Association for Counseling and Development in
Washington, 7).C.

- -American Vocational Association in Anaheim, California

n 1984

--Arizona Counselors Association in Tuscan

- -Virginia Statewide Virginia Career Guidance Conference,
in Roanoke

- -Career Eiucation Conference in Arkadelphia, Arkansas
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--Career Education Conference in Columbus, Ohio

--National School Boards Association in Houston, Tg,xas

--American Association for Counseling and Development in
Houston, Texas

--American Vocational Asscciation in New Orleans,
Louisiana

o 1985

--American Association of School Administrators in Dallas,
Texas

--National School Boards Association in Anaheim,
California

--New England Tests and Measurements and Evaluation
Conference inPlymouth, New Hampshire

--The National Center's Unfinished Agenda workshops in
Columbus, Ohio; San Jose, California; and Atlanta,
Georgia

In addition, CPSS was promoted in various the national Cen-

ter's products catalog and in a career development brochure.

Approximately 32,500 of these items were distributed. In addi-

tion, the Field Services area of the National Center mailed 4,625

CPSS brochures in 1983. Also at the start of the project in

1982, a mass mailimq to 4,0.00 school districts was conducted.

In summary, awareness information on CPSS was very well dis-

se-Anatel throu'hout the country. All state facilitators period-

ically received information on CPSS, newsletter editors in every

state received news releases on the project, career guidance and

career education personnel in each state received information,

counselor educators across the country who taught career-related

courses were notified about the project, and attendees at major
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career-related conventions and conferences had the opportunity to

1,.tarn about C7SS.

Also, a follow-up letter was sent to 38 individuals who had

inquired about the project. Alco, to determine how they used the

information sent to them, the following questions were asked:

o Did you purchase any of the CPSS materials?

o If yes, are you currently using CPSS and how?

o If no, what influenced your decision not to purchase CPSS?

o Did you share information that you received about CPSS
with others?

o If yes, what types of individuals? How many?

o Do you need additional information about CPSS?

n If yes, what information would be helpful to you?

Eight people (21 percent) responded to the letter. Twenty-

five percent (2 respondents) indicated that they purchased the

CPSS naterials. One indicated current use of CPSS. Five people

indicated that they did not purchased CPSS for the following rea-

sons: CPSS materials are similar to materials that school is

already using (2), they purchased a different career education

progran (2), and the naterials did not relate to priorities (1).

When asked if they shared the materials with others, four (50

percent) indicated that they hal shared the materials with a mid-

dle school principal, district personnel, guidance counselors,

high school principal, and vocational education teachers.

'Zone of the respondents indicated the need for additional

information on the Career Planning Support System. One respon-

dent associated with a regional career guidance center in
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Illinois wrote that she was inpressed with CPSS; however, school

personnel in her region had not reauested information on CPSS.

She thinks this may be related to implementation requirements.

Project staff used the survey result:. I .'inning how to proceed

with the dissemination of CPSS.

Awareness Sessions

During the 3 years that CPSS was a LID project, staff held 22

awareness sessions. Chart 3 indicates where the sessims were

held, the number of people who attended each session, and the

position these people hal.

In summary, 713 people attended awareness sessions that held

in 12 states. The majority of these people were counselors,

follawed by administrators and teachers.

As mentioned in chapter 2, the awareness session participants

were surveyed after returning home. All individuals Who had

attended an awareness session on CPSS were sent a letter request-

ing information on their activities related to CPSS. Over 200

people were asked to answer the following questions;

o Did you purchase CPSS? If not, what influenced your
decision?

o If you decided not to adopt CPSS, what influenced your
decision?

o Have you had any involvement with CPSS since you attended
the training session? If yes, what is the nature of this
involvement?

o Do you need any additional information about CPSS? If
yes, waat information would be helpful to you?
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CHART 3

AWARENESS SESSIONS

Date Location

Number of

Participants Positions of Participants

01/12/83 Edison, NJ 50 Counselors, Teachers, Administrators

02/14/P3 Charleston, SC 8 Counselors, Teachers, Administrators

02/15/83 Columbia, SC 3 Counselors, Administrators

02/16/83 Florence, SC 8 Counselors, Administrators

02/17/83 Greenville, SC 11 Counselors, Administrators

03/21/83 Jackson, TN 31 Counselors, Teachers, Administrators

03/22/83 Nashville, TN 31 Counselors, Teachers, Administrators

03/24/83 Cleveland, TN 10 Counselors, Administrators

03/25/83 Morristown, TN 13 Counselors, Administrators

05/09/83 Wausau, WI 130 Counselors, Teachers, Administrators

05/11/83 Oconomowoc, WI 170 Counselors, Teachers, Administrators

05/83 Columbus, OH 20 Counselors

06/15/83 Louisville, KY 4 Counselors, Teachers

06/22183 Columbus, OH 13 Counselors

08/33 Columbus, OH 15 Counselors

12/03/83 Anaheim, CA 17 Counsel ors, Administrators

03/09/84 Phoenix, AZ 6 Counselors, Administrators

03/39/t Little Rock, AR 100 Counselors, Teachers, Administrators

04/84 Houston, TX 16 Counselors, Administrators

04/19/85 Plymouth, NH 12 Counselors, Counselor Educators

07/84 Columbus, OH 32 Counselors

01/13/85 Cheyenne, WY 13 Teachers, A dministrators

Total 713
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Fourteen people (approximately 7 percent) responded to the

letter. Twenty-one percent of those who responded made positive

comments about CPSS. These included, "Good program, but our

school system has no funds available ror career guidance." "We

felt the program was excellent."

Relating to purchasing CPSS, 14 people had not purchased CPSS

due to such reasons as lack of Lnds (3), school selected another

career education program (1), little interest or lack of priority

(2), and cutbacks in the department (1).

When asked why they decided not to adopt CPSS, the responses

were lack of budget to implement the program (4), current use of

another career education program (4), and the teachers decided

against it (2).

In response to the question related to involvement with CPSS

since the awareness session, 11 individuals indicated that they

had not had contact with the materials since the workshop.

Three respondents requested additional information about

CPSS. One wanted more information on the package, including the

cost. another requested any free written information. And the

third, from a state department of public instruction, requested

30 sets of awareness information.

Finally, in addition to the staff conducted awareness

sessions, the following states reported education on awareness

sessions:
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o Massachusetts held three sessions.

o Connecticut held three sessions.

o Illinois held five sessions.

Adoptions

During the course of the project, there were 70 adoptions.

The demographic information on these sites is contained in the

Aggregate Data Section (attachment 15). By reviewing the attach-

ment, one can determine that the majority of sites were in Idaho

and the others were in Connecticut, Washington,"hnd Wisconsin.

The Idaho adoptions were the result of a major CPSS training

effort in that state. In order for a school to become an adop-

tion site, school personnel were to attend a training session,

purchase the materials, and sign an agreement. All 70 schools

met these requirements. However, project records indicate that

only 10 schools were able to take the concepts presented in CPSS

and incorporate them into their school's career development

effort. One school was able to develop extensive career develop-

ment units, and the other schools worked toward developing an

effective plan to improve their career development programs.

Schools that were unable to begin implementation of CPSS after

the training gave a variety of reasons, including the following:

the program was too structured for their needs, they were unable

to obtain administrative support, and the funds were not

available.

Reasons for not implementing CPSS are further understood,

when one reviews comments by state facilitators on the current
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emphasis on career development at the state level. Of the state

facilitators that responded to a project developed survey, only 2

indicated a high level of state emphasis and funding commitment

for career education/guidance, 6 ind c,..ied a medium level of

emphasis, and 21 indicated a low level of emphasis in their state

was low. Twelve of the 21 states that now have a low level of

emphasis had a much higher level of interest 5 years ago. Even

those states that now have a medium level of interest had a high

level 5 years ago.

Since the level of emphasis and funding commitment at the

state level overall is low, it is not surprising that the state

facilitator projects also have a fairly low level of emphasis for

career education. They cited lack of state support and priority

and lack of interest by the school districts as reasons for a

lower career development emphasis. Many states currently have

priorities related to basic skills and technology.

In summary, CPSS was of interest to s.. =-serous school personnel

who attended training and awareness sessions. However, the

adoption rate might have been much higher if career education/

guidance were the high priority that they were 5 years ago.

Certified Trainers

As described in chapter 2, certified trainers were identified

and trained in an informal manner, and then later in the project,

a more formalized approach was taken. of the 16 individuals

identified, 6 of these people were staff members at the National

Center for Research in Vocational Education who were familiar
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with the project. Having trainers internal to the National Cen-

ter allowed for easy expansion of the project staff when neces-

sary. Internal trainers conducted awareness and training ses-

sions when the assigned project staff had prior commitments or

needed a second trainer. The 10 external trainers identified at

this time were people who had prior contact with CPSS on NDN.

They included a counselor educator from New Hampshire, a previous

NDN ND project director, a counselor educator in Oregon, former

staff members of a CPSS project who were working elsewhere, and

users of CPSS at the demonstration sites.

On May 10, 1984, a 1-day train-the-trainer workshop was held

in Columbus, Ohio. Twelve counselors, educators, and state

department of education personnel from the states of Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Indiana, Kentucky, and Michigan were invited to the

workshop. All participants who signed an agreement to be certi-

fied trainers were provided a complimentary set of the CPSS

materials.

Following the workshop, participants were asked to complete

an evaluation form. In the first section of the form, partici-

pants indicated the success of the materials and processes used

on a 1-4 rating scale with 1 being unsuccessful and 4 being very

successful. Chart 4 displays the responses.
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CHART 4

TRAIN-THE-TRAINER WORKSHOP RESULTS

Percentage
Unsuccessful

Percentocie
Slightly

Successful

Percentage
Moderately
Successful

Percentage
Very

Successful

Handout/work-
sheets and
transparencies 0 0 8 92

Lecture
presentations 0 8 58 34

Large group
discussions 0 0 33 67

Small group
discussions 0 0 50 50

Organization in
terms of the
logical flow
of ideas 0 0 33 67

Important
concepts defined 0 0 33 67

Mix of activities
helpful in main-
taining interest 0 0 25 75

It can be concluded from the data that overall participants

tho4ght the workshop was effective and worthwhile. Items that

were incorporated into the next train-the-trainer session to make

it even more effective included (1) more clearly stating the

goals of the workshop at the beginning and (2) spending more time

at the start of the workshop acquainting participants with the

materials.
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Two other certified trainer workshops were planned--one in

New York and one in Florida. The New York training session was

immediately after the annual, national convention of the American

Association for Counseling and Development on April 5, 1985, in

New York City. Counselor educators from across the country who

taught career-related courses along with career development per-

sonnel throughout the state of New York were invited. Although

12 people indicated that they would participate in the session,

none actually attended the session. Follow-up information, which

included a copy of the evaluation study, was sent to all invitees

who requested it.

The Florida workshop was scheduled for April 24, 1985, in

conjunction with a statewide career education conference. All

the appropriate counselor educators and state department person-

nel in Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and South Carolina

were invited. Due to time conflicts and other unknown circum-

stances, the number of registered participants was so small that

the workshop was cancelled. Approximately 20 people who had

expressed interest in CPSS were sent the necessary information.

Although the certified trainer system for CPSS was began due

to the termination of the project and the lack of career emphasis

at the state level, it did not become fully implemented or

utilized.

Demonstration Sites

At the start of the project, there were two demonstration

sites--Putnam High School, Putnam, Connecticut, and American
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Senior High School, Hialeha, Florida. During the first full year

of the project, each site was given $1,000 to conduct activities

for the project. Putnam used the bulk of their money to cospon-

sor a training session, and American usci its funds to assist

users with answering technical questions related to the use of

CPSS. Due to budgeting factors and other concerns, the demon-

stration sites were not provided funds for the remaining years of

the project. American Senior High School was then dropped as a

demonstration site, leaving Putnam High School as the only demon-

stration site.

During awareness and training sessions, this demonstration

site was mentioned and session participants were urged to contact

the school. Since CPSS is an individualized planning program,

schools would not gain much more from visiting with a demonstra-

tion site on site than from talking with a CPSS coordinator on

the telephone. Therefore, interested individuals were encouraged

to telephone the demonstration site rather than making a personal

visit.

Cooperation with State Facilitators

The response from state facilitators on CPSS has been mixed.

As indicated earlier, the majority of state facilitators did not

place a high emphasis on career development programs; therefore,

no or minimal work was done on their part. At the start of the

project, a number of states included CPSS in statewide awareness

sessions. These were New Jersey, Tennessee, and South Carolina.
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Other star.es cvntintled to support and promote CPSS duricg the

course cf the project, particularly Illinois, Florida, and Idaho.

'2ommunication with the majority of the state facilitators was

e5fective. Through telephone calls and written surveys, pro-

iezt staff were able to learn about state facilitators' current

need and interest in CPSS. Many facilitators reauested copies of

the CPSS materials and had the information available for inter-

ested schools.
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CHAPTER 4

PROJECT SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The National Diffusion network is a viable means of promoting

the use of exemplary educational programs, and CPSS's 4nvolvement

with the NDN has been a worthwhile experience. This chapter

describes the perceived strengths and weaknesses of CPSS's

involvement with NDN and provides recommendations for further

activities.

Strengths of Working with NDN

1. Being a part of the NDN allowed for high visibility of

the project. CPSS had another form of credibility by

being associated with NDN. Also, CPSS was continually

promoted in documents such as Educational Programs That

Work due to this association.

2. Funds were made available to conduct dissemination activ-

ities (e.g., develop, print, and distribute brochures;

conduct awareness sessions; and promote adoptions of

CPSS).

3. A network of state facilitators was available to identify

potential users of the program.

4. Certified trainers and demonstration site personnel

increased the staffing capabilities for the project.

With the assistance of these people, more awareness and

training sessions occurrea.
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3. State facilitators provided assistance in arranging

awareness and training sessions. This allowed project

staff time to conduct other activities.

6. A technical assistance staff was available to help in the

development of brochures, awareness presentations, and

other related activities.

7. Annual national and regional conferences afforded pro-

ject staff the opportunity to learn of various skills

necessary to better conduct the project. These skills

ranged from completing NDN forms to better conducting

presentations.

Weaknesses of Working with NDN

1. Career education and career development were not high

priorities; therefore, CPSS was not promoted in the net-

work as much as programs in such high-priority areas as

basic skills and technology. State facilitators indi-

cated that they respond to local school needs and that

few are requesting information on career-related

programs.

2. CPSS is a complex program that requires s--loolwide com-

rdtment. Many schools saw the value of a program like

CPSS, but they were unwilling to get involved with such a

complex program.

3. The nrr: funiinq level did not allow for project staff

beyond one half -tine professional person and one fourth -

tine clerical staff. With the organizational structure
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and staffing patterns at the National Center, there

was no opportunity to expand this staff with in-kind

contributions. Therefore, CPSS project staff were unable

to conduct some major activities that would have been

desirable.

To summarize the aforementioned statements, project staff is

of the opinion that NDN serves an important function and does it

in an effective manner. The mechanisms are in place to promote

any program that becomes a part of NDN. Unfortunately, CPSS

became a part of the network the last year career education was

an n:%': priority. As evidenced by a survey of state facilitators,

local school districts have other priorities that need to be met

first. Career education is still important, but it does not seem

to be perceived in the same manner as it was 5 years ago.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are made to the National Dif-

f-Ision Network, based on this project's involvement with NDN.

1. Provide core specific guidance to the individual DID

projects. During the coarse of the CPSS project, project

staff received little communication and guidance from NDN

on how to conluct or improve activities. This could have

been done by n.il, telephone, or in person at

conferences.

2. Provide Dirs with information about state priorities. Tt

would have been helpful to have had NDN give project
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staff information on individual state priorities were so

we could focus our activities with appropriate states.

3. Continue to provide opportunities for D/Ds to meet and

learn from each other's experiences. Having the oppor-

tunity at conferences to discuss issues with other D/Ds

was useful.

Provide updates on what programs in the same content area

are doing. This information on what other career devel-

opment programs were doing could have been used to coor-

dinate activities.

The following list contains recommendations for how CPSS can

continue as a nonfunded DID. Accordingly, the National Center

should do the followina:

1. Communicate with state facilitators about the continued

availability of CPSS materials and training on a cost-

recovery basis

Promote CPSS in appropriate brochures and communication

pieces

Present awareness sessions cn CPSS, when appropriate, at

conferences and conventions

4. nave at least one person available to conduct cost-

recovery training on CPSS

C. nave at least one person available to answer telephone

ani mail requests on CPSS.

f the 'rational Center would want to involve another program

the following recommendations are male.
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1. Select a program that is in a high-priority area of -11:,%:

since this will be an area in which schools will probably

have needs.

2. Have a program that can be effectively implemented in a

classroom versus one that requires schoolwide commitment.

It is easier to get one teacher to adopt a program than

it is to get a group within the school to commit.

3. Allow sufficient staffing for the project. At least one

full-time eauivalent staff member is desired for an

effective project.

4. Staff the project with people Who are interested in the

program and who have skills in the areas of written and

verbal presentation, interpersonal relationships so they

can work with school personnel and state facilitators,

and follow-through with school personnel.

5. Develop the design for the JDRP study so it can be easily

duplicated for JDRP recertification.
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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION STATEMENT

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education's mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and organizations to
solve educational problems relating to individual career planning, preparation,
and progression. The National Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and products

Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes

Installing educational programs and products

Operating information systems and services

Conducting leadership development and training programs

The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a
grant (0B-NIE. G 78.0211) from the National Institute of Education. Depart-

, :win of Health. Education, and Welfare. However, the opinions expressed
herein do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National
In:Adult! of Education. and no of t;cial endorsement by the National Institute
of Education should inferred.
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FOREWORD

The challenge to assist youth in gaining the skills and knowledge to plan
for and acquire meaningful careers is a major concern of the educational
community, particularly high schools.

Among the priorities identified by the career education movement of
the seventies were (1) a need to blend student career development into

i the mainstream of educational practice, and (2) a need to meet increased
accountability demands in the delivery of instructional and counseling
services in public schools. To meet these two needs recent research activi-
ties have emphasized the importance of systems me-chodology in properly
planning, implementing, and evaluating career guidance programs.

1

In response to the need for systematic nrogram planning for student
career guidance programs, the National Center of Research in Vocational
Education developed and tested CPSS from 1971 to 1973. A two-year
(1974 76) field test of CPSS resulted in important revisions of the materials.
Thirty eight individual high schools, ranging from rural schools of less than
100 to large urban and suburban schools of more than 2,000 students,
participated in the field testing.

This Executive Summary outlines a controlled evaluation of the CPSS
conducted between June 1, 1978, and November 30, 1979. The 1978.79
evaluation of CPSS involved eighteen high schools in seven states. By corn
paring ten expel imental (used CPSS) with eight control (did not use CPSS)
high schools, National Center staff conducted a rixional assessment of the
effectiveness of the CPSS. The results of the national assessment show that
the career development programs in the ten high schools that used CPSS
were significantly better than the programs in the eight high schools which
did not use the CPSS. We are pleased to report that, in a controlled evalua
tion, CPSS works.

We are deeply grateful to the staff in the high schools and school dis-
tricts who participated in the evaluation study. Their cooperation and
consistent enthusiasm were central to the successful completion of the
project. The names of the staff, schools, and school districts involved in
the national evaluation are listed in the Acknowledgements.
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Special thanks go to the project staff who planned and conducted
the CPSS evaluation, Dr. Robert E. Campbell, Mr. Harry N. Drier,
Mr. James A. Pearsol, Dr. Ann R. Nunez, Mr_ Vernon Padgett,
Dr. Donald C. Findlay, Dr_ Larry Hotchkiss, Project Director, and
Dr. Frank Pratzner, Associate Director for Research.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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DESCRIPTION OF CPSS

CPSS consists of handbooks, reproducible forms and filmstrips thatdescribe a comprehensive organizational framework and procedural steps aschool staff can use to create an accountable, school-wide high school career
development program. The following list describes the complete set of
CPSS materials:

The Coordinator's Training Guide is a self-instructional training
guide for the pat t-time CPSS coordinator.

The Coordinator's Handbook contains instructions that describe
step-by-step procedures for managing and implementing CPSS
in the high school.

Camera-Ready Forms are reproducible copies of each form ne'ded
for the questionnaires, instructions, CPSS Program Information
File, etc.

Handbooks

The Advisory Committee Handbook defines the responsibilities
and duties of Advisory Committee members (five copies).

Assessing Resources guides a resource leader in dilecting a task
force to collect information on and account for the use of
resources in the school and community.

Assessing Needs: Surveying provides instruction for preparing,
administering, and collecting survey questionnaires for students.
graduates, parents, and faculty/staff (five copies).

Assessing Needs: Tabulation contains instruction on manually
tabulating data collected by questionnaires (five copies).

Andlyzing Methods informs a methods specialist about the avail
.11nlity and application of guidance methods and how to integrate
;Inc knowledge during the construction and review of career deve-
lopment units.
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The Manual for Writing Behavioral Objectives is a self-instructional
resource for a behavioral objectives specialist (five copies).

Writing Behavioral Objectives informs the behavioral objectives
specialist about the function of behavioral objectives in the
constrtiction of career development units.

Producing Career Development Units (CDUsJ provides direction
for developing career guidance/development activities (ten copies).

Filmstrip/Audio Tape Presentations include:

AV-1: "An Orientation to CPSS"orients interested persons to
CPSS.

AV-2: "Shaping Program Goals"gives an overview of how the
needs and resources assessment lead to goals for a school.

AV-3: "Behavioral Objectives"accompanies the behavioral ob-
jectives manual.

AV-4: "Producing CDUs"gives an overview of the career deve-
lopment unit process.

To accomplish the planning, implementation and evaluation procedures,
CPSS recommends that a school coordinator lead the CPSS effort with
the assistance of a working steering committee comprised of students,
teachers, Lounselors, and administrators. The CPSS coordinator gives direc-
tion to the CPSS effort and ch2irs the steering committee; however, much of
the planning, implementation and evaluation is performed by the steering
committee with the help of other school faculty and members of the
community.

CPSS, as a support system, is designed to provide the organizationalstructure and outline procedural steps required to install a schoolwide
career development program. It does not prescribe what specific careerdevelopment activities a school should use, but rather provides a means fora sdlool to focus its career development program on the unique needs of
Its own students and within the bounds of its own resources.
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I

THE NATIONAL CPSS EVALUATION STUDY I

Objectives

Two objectives guided the study. The objectives addressed the capacity
of CPSS to produce (1) a systematic plan for career guidance and (2) career
development activities that have a high probability of improving student
career development skills.

Objective One is based on the assumption that "a systematic plan" is
derived horn coherently-related planning components. For the purposes
of this study "a systematic plan for career guidance" consists of the follow-
ing planning elements:

An organizational structure facilitating a career development pro-
gram, to include clearly designated leadership, permanent active
. munittees and work groups, and administrative cooperation.

An assessment of the career development needs of local students
and use of the results of the needs assessment in the career deve-
lopment program

Creation of explicit career development goals reflecting assessed
student career development needs.

Creation of behavioral objectives designated to implement the
goals.

Creation of student activities to achieve the objectives and goals.

Objective Two is based upon the assumption that systematic career
development program planning leads to higher quality activities to meet
student needs for career development skills than activities found in schools
that do not use systematic planning procedures. Although the one-year
assessment period did not permit full implementation of CPSS and full
development of CDUs, some data were collected allowing comparisons
between experimental and control scnool career development activities.

sv
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Design of the Evaluation

Data supporting the objectives were gathered, using a pre-post,
experimental-control group design, on eighteen high schools. The high
schools were located in Arizona, Maryland, Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Florida, and Colorado. Table 1 displays descriptive statistics for the test
sites. Ten of the eighteen participating schools used CPSS for one academic
year. and the remaining eight did not. In this study CPSS users frequently
are relmnced as experimental schools and nonusers are termed control
schools. .V.easurements on all variables related to the main claim were taken
before and after the school year in which experimental schools used CPSS.

Each school provided a part-time coordinator who was responsible for
the pre; oration and completion of data collection forms and who served
as the on-site contact person with the National Center staff. In the experi-
mental schools this contact person also servers as the CPSS coordinator. The
exPerimental school coord-rators received a three-day training in CPSS
procedures in November 1918. The training was conducted at the Natior
Center by project staff. Training normally is not necessary for use of CR::
n was provided in this instance to help accelerate the normal process of
creating a career plannino system, in order to complete the study within the
specified time period.

Roth experimental and cor:rol schools were monitored by monthly
telephone calls and zrie site visit in February 1979. This was in addition to
pre test an Post-lest site visits to all schools in November or December
of 1978 and May or June 1979. The telephone calls and site visits induced
very lithe technical assistance. Experimental school coordinators were re

estecl to complete project logs twice a month. describing the progress of
CPSS in the school.

Partictiating schools volunteered in response to a national publicity
dulmnat,lo Iry original intent was to assign participating schools at random
In experrmental and control conditions, hit due to insistence of local school
aernimistrators ranoorn assignment occurred in only four instances. In the
remammg ewes, local school officials made the determination. Experimental
9--1 *()% were paid S5.000 to defray expenses, mostly to pay for personnel
time. Control schools were paid S500 and given a set of CPSS materials at
1'4e v.oll ol the %ti;dy.
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TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF TEST SITES

Experi-
Average of Control mental

Characteristic Schools Schools ofahre

Size of student
poptiLition

it-,tio of Lxiiity
.ind staff to
slur:eta pliptila
tiori

AC T ;SA T

scores'

Estimated
family income

Drop out rate

Po fent ....bite

1916 1943 .074

19.49 17.64 1 540

15.67 16.84 .748

S12000 S13125 .607

7.4".i. 10.0"; 1.375

38.0% 51.&;o .814

' F sr.-harils made SAT scores available.. and the remaining thirteen
sul.rnitted ACT i.verages. The five SAT scores were converted to the
ineirs.; of ACT !-.1/ dividing them by the ratio of the average over
...-1,.00fs SAT to the average ACT.
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Measurement

Two data collection forms, the Career Development Program Status
Report and the Verification Checklist, and one rating instrument, the Career
Development Program Rating Instrument, were developed and used for the
study. The Status Report and Verification Checklist were used to collect
information from the field sites. The information was then reviewed and
irc.ted by a fifteen member review panel with acknowledged expertise in
career development related are.s. The review panel members individually
answered questions on the Rating Instrument by referring to information
collected on the Status Report and Verification Checklist for each school.
All analyses reported in this summary were based on data drawn from the
Rating Instrument.

The Status Report was completed by school personnel in all schools
who documented the extent to which their existing career development
program planning reflected the basic components of systematic career
development program planning. These data were collected at pre-test and
post-rest

The completed Status Report was reviewed on-site by project staff and
missing data were obtained. Examples of the type of information collected
throush The Status Report include data about career - education goals, assess
merit and evaluation related to career education, and student career-develop
mere act:Intim. Career development activities include, but are POI limited to.
cure trnl'um units, vicits to local businesses, and career days.

The Verifisztion Checklist provided a means by which project staff
could rrmyr.,bOtate. clarify, and expand the information recorded on a
school's Career Development Program Status Report. During the pre-test
and :3,M test site vrsits, a National Center staff member completed the
checklist with school personnel assistance, and both persons signed the
eompleted loin intIv=ing agreement on theaccuracy of the information_

xamples of information gathered on the Verification Checklist include
dal ;.10-put career-education needs, career-education goals, and commune
orgrinizetion related to the career education of students.

The Rating I Isrrument was developed by project staff with the assts
;once ov an external InStrIMMI de53 n spncialist_ Two factors basic to the
r:of.":01 r,i P.?! rat" rej fretrument were. (1) inclusion of items tl-at weer



answerable given the descriptive information that was being rated, and
(2) the exriusion of items that did not allow control schools a fair oppor-
tunity to receive a high rating.

The Rating Instrument asks questions concerning sNcific facts des-
cribing the sthoors career development program planning. Detailed ques-
tions are asked about the conduct of needs assessment, goal formation,
objective writing, student activities, and organizational structure. Six sum-
mary questions asked raters to form broad judgments concurring each of
the five elements of a systematic planr.ig process for career development as
outlined in the Objectives Section of this summary. The sixth question re-
quests a judgment regarding the overall quality of the career development
rirogram. These six summary questions formed the bases for analysis.

A group of fifteen eminent persons in fields related to career develop-
ment research and practice was assembled at the National Center to assist
with interpretation of the information collected from the field sites. Panel-
ists completed two rating instruments for each participating high school.
The first completion provided a description of all schools at the beginning
of the school year, 1978-79, and the second completion described thecareer
ilervreopenent program in ail schools at the end or the school year. During
the year the experimental schools used CPSS materials and the control
schonis did not. it should be noted that all identifying information, e.g.,
state, city, school, name, address, and dates had teen removed from the data

prior to the ratings.

At least three panelists were assigned at random to cite each experi-
mental arid control school. Assigning more than one rate: to each school
iTrrnits norrierical assessment of reliability of the ratings and ields more

ms:trits than could be obtained from a single rating per school.
Pnl, test and post test ratings for each schoolwere done by the same group
ell uant:I;sts

the s summary questions on the Rating instrument.
ti all information on the Status Reprirt and Verification

-f it ff %.) C4LI V-1.0-.,11 Thus, raters had at their disposal data regard
t.1T 1'f-fa career development needs and goals, career dev=loprnern

1 vole% .!ect,p,,,i for rise with student, ar:d organization of career-develnp
,, Wailri.iq



Results

The major results of the study are summarized in Figure 1. The panels
of the figur( are numbered and labeled to correspond to the six summary
questions.

The graphs display plots of mean differences in post -test scores between
experiemental schools (E) and control (C), as adjusted statistically by the
analysis of covariance for pre-test scores on the dependent variable. These
graphs may be interpreted as differences in change from pre test to post
test, adjusted for differences in starting point. The vertical axis of these
graphs represent scores on the six items. The horizontal axis does not
reflect a continuous scale. Rather, the left-hand point (labeled C) corres-
ponds to the control group, and the right-hand point corresonds to lb?
experimental group (labeled El.

This positioning of E and C is arbitrary, but was selected so that a
positive slope indicates support for the main hypothesis: that experimental
schools show larger gains when adjusted for starting point than do control
schools. All six graphs do show a substantial positive slope, thereby lend-
ing support to the objectives of the study. All statistical tests are highly
significant, with prol--abi.ities less than .001. (Reported probabilities are
for the main effect of the experimental variable, after adjustment for the
covaria

Whenever random assignment to treatment groups cannot be realized,
observed differences between treatment groups, in theory can be due to
nontreatment variabis.The standard methodology for handling objections
of this sort is to introduce some type of statistical control for a mall
group of variables that are likely candidates to account for observe° differ
ences between treatment groups. In the present case, the sample size
smoil enough to render such procedures of dubious value. One may observe,
however, bivariate relationships between selected "control" variables and
the treatment variable. In the present study the treatment variable is defined
by the two categoriesused CPS£ and did not use CPSS. Averages on the
following variables were compared statisti ally for users and nonusers of
CPSS.; student population size, ratio of faculty and staff to students, aca
demie test scores, drop-out rate, percentage of the student body who were
minority group members, and a rough estimate of family income of the
student body. As shown in Table 1, in none of these six tests were statis-
tizely significant differences observed. Hence, n is concluded that the
differences between users and nonusers of CPSS on the six criterion van
ables are not due to any of these six charactvistics of schools.
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Conclusions

The national evaluation of CPSS was designed to test the effectiveness
of CPSS and was guided by two objectives. Objective One stated that school
staffs using CPSS fo. one year would develop a systematic plan for career
guidance. Objective Two stated that school staffs involved in CPSS for one
year would develop a plan that contained activities having a high probability
of improving student career development skills.

The results as reported in Figure 1 for Objective One (panels 1-6) and
Objective Two !panels 5 and 6) were highly significant, with p -:.001 levels
of significance. These results suggest that during one year school staffs with
school characteristics &nit:: to the schools and staffs involved in the 1978 -

79 evaluation study can successfully use the CPSS materials to generate
a systematic plan for career guidance as defined by the successful comple-
tion of key pianning steps:

1. organization of staff
2. needs assessment
3. goal setting
4. preparation of student behavioral objectives
S. design of quality career development units

DISSEMINATION

The findings of the evaluation study have been submitted to the
National Institute of Education (NIE)- It is expected that the study will be
reported to the Join: OE -NIE Diss-ymination Review Panel (JDRP). This
panel of experts rezinews the products of federally sponsored research for
fidelity to accepted principles of research, and subsequent dissemination
funds. It is expected that if 3D RP approval is obtained, C'SS may become
recognized furthe.1.4s effective_ product.

EDUCATIONAL IMPORTANCE

As noted in the Poi-mord of this Executive Summary, the CPSS
materials were developed in response to a need for improved career develop
event planning M schools This need has been expressed repeatedly in a
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variety of professional forums representing several professional specialities.
Prior to development of CPSS, a consensus developed which reported that
systematic planning was an essential ingredient in improving career develop
ment programs. The CPSS materials are designed to instruct school staffs
in the use of a systematic planning process and development of associated
products for building career development programs in high schools. The data
from the 197879 national evaluation demonstrate that the materials do
enable staffs to create a systematic planning process leading to quality
career development units.

INTENDED USERS

High school personnel, community members, parents and students
cooperate in the use of CPSS.

COSTS TO SCHOOLS

Table 2 shows cost estimates for using CPSS during the first year
and subsequent years. Because costs may vary among schoels, a range
is entered in the table.

TABLE 2. COST ESTIMATES PER SCHOOL

First Year Subsequent Yea::
(Nonrecurring (Rectirrin;
Costs)

Persor.nel S290tf-7250 S2175-2';'00

Staff Traina-g 0 0

Special Fac.lthes 0 0

Eqmpmeni 0 0

Ceir,sumables 123 61

GP .-1 CO!,1% 280 69

70TAL COSTS 53233 7633 S229- NN2i
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Career Planning Support System
Complete Set of CPSS

RD 119$80.00

ORDERING INFORMATION

All prices include postage and handling. When ordering use series num-
bers and titles. Orders of $10.00 or less will be accepted on a cash, check, or
money order basis only. Purchase orders will be accepted for orders in excess
of $10.00. Please make check or money order payable to: The National
Center for Research in Vocational Education. Mail remittance and/or pur-
chase order to: National Center Publications, The Ohio State University,
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210.

DISCOUNT POLICY

Discounts on quantity orders are offered as follows: Orders of five (5) or
more items, as listed by series number and title, with a total dollar value for
the order of:

S 50 to $100 the discount is 5%
$101 to $200 10%
$201 to $300 15%
$301 to $400 20%
$401 to above 25%

Ve

For additional information,
call the Public Information

Office at the National Center
1.614-486-3655 or

1.800-848 4815 (tuii free':
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WHO IS
RESPONSIBLE
FOR CAREER
GUIDANCE?

The education system. as a whole, is responsible for preparing students to
bcame lirerate, productive citizens,. This includes prording students with skills
needed to snake appropriate decisions about they freers.

Often the c.curistior is perceived as the main person sn the school responsible
foi st.odvns° carte: oeve=opment However. thl rote is Zoo enpartant for one per-
SOn. Teachers and others who are with students on a coat rival basis also have the
responsiblay for guid:ng students toward appropriate career dec-sioris and choices.

The Career Plann:ng Support System seeks to overcome the traditional prrob-
:ems associated with depending on guidance counselors to provide all career glad-
anix services.

WHAT IS
CPSS?

The Career Puthe.113 Support System ICPSS) describes a way sn which a sec-
nndary school can =trove its career guidance program.

Handbooks. r.,vdes, survey questionnaires, and filmsrp,audio tape presents.
%ions outiine how a school can organize, develop. and evaluate its own career
guidance program.

CPSS provides the structure and the school provides the content for the
career guidance Prtgrarn that is based largely on student needs and local relourees.
Th-s approach provides accoioitability so students. parents, and taxoavers for the
snow 's career guidance actwities.

CPSS is intended to be imegrzted into the school's operations It is not a
short-term. here- today gone- tomorrows program.
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WHAT ARE
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
SKILLS;

CPSS focuses on the nontechnical skills individuals need to cope in the world
of work.

Many necessary career development skills can be identified. Your school may
already have selected some. CPSS identifies five skid agegories as funclarr,ental
for students' career development.

SelfAwarenez, Social Ara-Wen: and Personal Decision Malang -skill
needed to better understand sell-interests. abilities. and values, and to
make personal career de6sions.

Career Explorarion-skirls needed , find meaningful information about
occupations.

Job A:old:Won and Adjurmenr-sicills needed to locate. obtain, and
adjust to a job, whether it be the first or a subsequent job.

Edocarion and Traming Exploration- skips needed to find ;nformar,on
about schools that farther one's education beyond high school_

Educa:ion and Training Aroaairion and Adjurrinenr-skilis needed to
locate, enter, and adjust to a so6sool.

These Lye categories. from the perspective of CPSS,reoresen: the tnal r..--n career
devtiopmert sic:.ts a school's shou:d address They provide a ',Liclinis for
future program goo) deveiopment,

CPSS 3 fie xibie eno-44 that other goals may be added or subtracted freely. If
your bigh scrooi, sr-hr.os dIst, a or stale department of education is co:rimmed to
cs'w career dt veloprne-t sk you find CPSS can etyly accommodate most
poslions
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WHAT IS THE
CPSS PROCESS'

1. PLANNING

Organizing for CPSS. Leadership 3 required to plan and to sustain a career guid-
ance program. One person. using CPSS as a rr.anzgement tedyque, coordi-
nates a=mitits. This coordinator an be a guidance spe6zeist or another
professoonal of the school staff.

The principal, as with any successful sdioolwide activity, must play a vear
and si.Tportive role in the exectition of CPSS. The pririepal and the word.
stator must work cooperatively throghout the CPSS process.

A permanent Steering Committee T57 membersi, sn Advisory Comirrtittee,
and two temporary task forces are formed from re7esentatives of the 'acuity.
students, and the community. Activities are designed to 'involve each person
and to share the work load.

Idetnifying Needs and &warp's. Task forces. us.ng survey questionnaires. collect.
tabulate. and interpret data from parents, recent graduates. stisdents, and
faculty on student career development needs. Strengths as wt.I as deficences
:11 the school's career guidance prog!am are assessed.

School and community resources for supporting student =dance atTivattS
are inventoried. accounted for, and evaluated to optimize their effipent use.

Shaping Goals. Using survey data, the Steering Committee formutates goals to meet
students' career development needs. Core goals are identified CPSS along
with trtrauCti0f3 for writing additional goals.

The skills, knowledge, and attitudes students should have are CO ned by the
goaii that are developed. The CPSS procedure insures that the goal as Str.if I-
cant response to student needs identified by the survey.

Goals are then made more specific and meastraNe by prepaimg behavioral
objectives. CPSS provides self-inctructionai guidelines for writing these,

Incremental Expansion, The number and type of 9033 to be /*Tie-tented are
matched to ex.:sting resources The program is expanded as add dna, 3.0
00flive resources become available.
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2. IMPLEMENTATION

Mown; Pans to Action, 'Thete are usually alternative methods to achieve program

goals and objectives. The task is to choose instructional or guidance methods

that are most appropriate for the students. CPSS helps to choose effective

methods which use school resources efficiently.

Goals. objectives, methods, and resources are blended into learning activities

called career development units ICDUsi. A CDU attempts to achieve one or a

ooseiy refated set of career development goals. COW state behavioral obiec-

;ives for each goal. instructional methods and resources for each objective.

end a strategy for implementing the units into the curriculum.

3. EVALUATION

Assess;n4 :he Garda:Jet Program: Three levels of evzhavori take place znC ?SS.

First Le7e7 CDUs are evaluated at theircompletion to dctermine whether

students achieved the expected outcomes. Additionally, avessinents by

ItatnirS and students about the tisefuiness of the CCU are recorded.

Second Lew: An annual program receiv:s conducted for all CDUs. Toe

Drograin's effectneeness s assessed and a plan for the coming year is devel-

oped. The CPSS process continues devtiopg and mod:tong CDUs

Purd Level Reassessment of the total program .ssuggested every two to

three years The CPSS process 4 reinitiated to determine changing career

oeve.00ment needs of the students and to adjust the career gurclance pro.

gram to accommodate these chang.ng needs.

Tne CPSS prccess cont rues to Imp-owe the schaas career gi.-darico program

"crernentair y retPonding to as students' criang,reg career development

needs vvh max :r,z:n2 the use of ava.lable resources.
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HOW DO WE
KNOW IT
WORKS?

The Career P/anning Support System was developed and field tested over a
five -year perod by the National Center for Research in Vocational Education under
the sponsorship of the National Institute of Education.

Twelve states partic.pated in a twoyear (1974.78) field test of CPSS. Th:rty-
ght individual schools, ranging from rural schools of less than 200 to are urban!

suburban schools of more than 2.000 students, compieted the field testing.

The 1978.79 Pato...al assessment of CPSS :nvolved eigteen schools In seven
states and compared the career development program planning efforts of schools
Ls rig CPSS materials texperimentat schools) with schools using their own pier:s for
a career development program ;control schools) during one academic year. The
experimental schools t.4.10) and control schools (NA8) were matched azcording
to school size, racal:ethnic composition of student body, students" scores on
standardized tests, family income, etc.

In November, 1978 and May. 1979 staff from experimental and control
schools competed Career Development Program Status Reports describing their
school's career development program planning. The reports were rated anony-
mously by a panel of experts to assess the quality of career development program
planning in each school. At the end of the trial year the experimental schools
showed evidence of h.gher quality carter development program planning and a
likely improvement of student career -development skills as a result of such
panning.

CPSS IS a student-oriented career guidance program developed from the
experiences of the 1974.76 field appLoation and demonstrated to work in the
1978-79 assessment study.
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WHAT CAN CPSS
DO =OR YOU/

Many benefits, to the school and to its students, result from the application
of CPSS.

Increased student and staff participation in the career guidance program

Am of student career development needs

A descriptive record of school and community resources available to
support career development activities

A prioritized list of career development goals for student

A number of behaviorally stated objectivesdesigned to achieve goals

Locally developed instructional or guidance strategies and methods (career
development units) designed to achieve career development goats for
students

A capability to plan, implement. review, evaluate, and upgrade career
development activ.ties on a continuing basis.

Most of these results occur within one school year: others may take longer. The
degree to which benefits become evident, of course, is directly related to how
actively students, teachers, administrators, and tour selors become involved ri Int
CPSS process.

Continued use of CPSS enable you to know your students` career
development need; and to design strategies to meet those needs. In time, by effec-
vvely applying the CPSS process, the ultimate outcomegraduates with career
development skills to become prcid«ctive citizens,employees in our scc,ett
can be revized
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WHAT DOES YOUR
SCHOOL NEED
TO USE CPSS?

The Career Planning Support System

The cost of a complete set of CPSS materials tb implement the program is
S30.00.

School Personnel

The approximate number of stafr positions and estimated time requirements
over a one-year period are:

A CPSS school coordinator at a minimum of 1 hour per day the first year.
(This should be viewed as part of fusilier normal school responsibilities
when considering school outcomes and benefits.)
Five to sewn Steering Committee members (3.5 facultylstaff and 2
students) at an average of one and one-half hours per week the first year.

An individual may serve in more than one position. Also. the number of CPSS team
members may be scaled downward if the school's population is less than 600.

School Equipment and Supplies

level.

Supplies and equipment needed during the first year of CPSS include:
Printing/Duplicating

questionnairesimpressions totaling apixoximately 5 times the student
population
miscellaneousapproximately 200 Impressions

Postage (if questionnaires are mailed, enough for 2 mailings to a sample of
parents and recent graduates)
Office supplies (excluding reproduction paper)

two reams of letterhead
:,400 business-size envelopes (school logo)

Equiornentfilmstrip orojectoricassette tape player (remote control
and synchronizing capability optional)

Supplies needed during subsequent years of using CPSS will be at a reduced
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HOW DOES
CPSS RELATE
TO NDN?

In 1980, the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP), a federal board that
reviews and approves exemplary education products, appruvtd CPSS making it
available for funding by the National Diffusion Network (NDN). The NDN is a
nationwide network established to assist schools in .mproving their education
programs through the adoption of JDRP approved projects. The National Center
for Research in Vocational Education has received a grant from NDN and through
this grant staff conduct awareness sessions, provide training, and assist those schools

who adopt CPSS.

WHAT DOES IT
MEAN TO ADOPT
CPSS?

Project staff at the National Center believe any high school can improve
its career guidance program by using the Career Planning Support System. Wehope

that you agree with us and think it is appropriate for your school. If so, you should

consider adopting CPSS.

When your school adopts CPSS, it is agreeing to systematically plan, develop,
implement, and evaluate its career guidance program. This is done by f oilow.ng the
:teps outlined in the "What is the CPSS Process?" section of this brochure. The
school uses the CPSS materials to complete the teps (Or shows evidence that the
steps have a:ready been completed).

The CPSS project staff at the National Center provides training and technical
assistance to schools that are adoption sites.

HOW TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT
CPSS

To learn more about CPSS or to discuss adoption possibilities. contact Karen

Bowe, CPSS Project D.rec;or, or Harry Drier, Development Division Asso
ciate Director. toll 4rec 1-800.8484815 (outside Ohio. Alaska. and Hawaii). or
614486.3655 Aso. your NDN state facilitator can provide you assistance.
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THE CAREER PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM
Published by the National Canter for Research in Vocational Education

Career Planning Support System (Complete Set of CPSS: RD 119-580.00)

Coordinator's Training Curds 4RD 119 A- $4.40). A self.
instructtonat training guide for the CPSS coordinator.

Coordinator's Handbook (RD 119 i -16.25).Stsp-by-stap
procedures for managing end implementing CPSS in the -
high school.

Camera-Ready Forms (RD 119 9/M-17.40). A reproducible
copy of each form needed for the questionnaires. instruc-
bons. CPSS Program Information File, etc.

Advisory Committee Handbook (RD 119 C -11.75i. Del
Me responsibilities and duties of the Advisory Committee
members. (Comsate set includes 5 copies.)

vessigring Resources (RD 119 D-14.50). Guides the resource
feeder in directing a irk force to collect int ormetion on and
account for the use of resources in the school and community.

AssessineNeect. Surveying MD 119 E- $1.90). Provides
instruction for preparing. administering. end collecting
questionnaires for students. graduates, parents, and faculty/
staff. (Complete set includes 5 copies.)

Assessing Needs: Tsbukition (RD 119 F- $3.$0). Instruction
in manumits, tabuisiting date collected on questionneires.
(Complete set includes 5 copies.)

Analyzing Methods IRD 119 G - $1.75). Directs the methods
specialists about the evaiietiiitty and application of guidance
methods and how to intermit this knowledge during the con-
struction and review of career development units.

Manual 1". Writing 'cheviot*, Objectives (RD 119 H- 13.25).
A self-instructional resource for the behavioral objectives
Wedeln:. (Complete set includes =Pima

Writing Behavioral Objectives (RD 119 I -11.75). Informs the
behavioral objectives specialist about the function of behavioral
objectives tit the construction of center development units.

Producing CDUs (RD 119 J- $1.90). Provides direction for
develoPme career Pt/dance/development activities. (Complete
set includes 10 copies.)

filmstrip/Aurh TO Prsionustioos (RD 119 K -115.00).
AV-1: An Orientation to CPSS" - Designed to orient

interested persons or special groups to CPSS.
AV-2. "Shaping Preparn Goes" - An overview of how

the needs end resource assessment teed to gook
for your mhos..

AV-3; "flohaviorel Objective," - Used wim the behavioral
objectives manual.

AV-4. ''Producing CDUs- - An overview of the carver
development unit process.

ORDERING INFORMATICN. Art prices include postege end hendline. When ordering us series numbers end tides. Orders of
$10.00 of less viii. be accepted on a cask check or money order basis only. Purchase orders wit be scceputd for orders in emcees if
110.00. Plane maim check or money order payable to. THE NATIONAL CE1ITER FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION. Mau remittance and/or purchase order to, National Center Publications. The Ohio Stele University, 1990 Kenny
Road. Columbus. Ohio 43210. (Prices subject to change.)

DISCOUNT POLICY. Discounts on quantity orders are offered as follows. Jrders for five (5) or more items, a listed by Nom
number and title, with a total dohs/ value far the order Of

$ 50 to $100 the discount is 5% 1301 to $000 20%
$101 to $200 10% $401 and above 21%
$201 at 11300 11%

1r' ;j Y P.OPY AVAILABLE



THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
1960 KENNY ROAD COLUMBUS. OHIO 43210

ORDER FORM

When ordering, please use order number and title. Send orders
and make remittance payable to:

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
National Center Publications. Sox P
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Orders of $10.00 or less should be prepaid. All prices include
postage and handling. (Prices subject to change.)
To order by phone, call toll free 800-8484815 or 614-486-3E55.

Order No. Title Quantity Unit Price Extended Price

Total

OCheckimoney order enclosed

SHIP TO:

Bill me OConfirming purchase order to follow

BILL TO:

Name and Title Name and Title

Agency/Organization AleneyfOreanfratton

Street Address Street Address

City Slate Zip City State Zip

*VS GZ4tAsivi NT ;41,iitiii0 Oinzt iyis , 50 4 Se
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THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION/ .. to. ka., ........-,160 ,1/4 Cabo.. 0.4. 41111I. SU +4,4 2055 Coo. CTVOCIIIDOSV Cow. O.
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Non. Profit Org.
i U.S. Postage
1 Columbus, Ohio
t Permit No. 711

FiFsT COPY AVAILABLE
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ATTACHMENT 3

THE CAREER PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM
INFORMATIONAL OR PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

FOR LOCAL OR STATE NEWSLETTER OR BULLETIN
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THE CAREER PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM
INFORMATIONAL OR PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

FOR LOCAL OR STATE NEWSLETTER OR BULLETINS
(May be adapted for local use)

The Career Planning Support System (CPSS), a recent awardee of a
Developer Demonstrator grant from the National Diffusion Network
(NDN), offers step-by-step directions in planning, developing,
implementing, and evaluating a career guidance program. As one
of twelve career education products currently approved by the
NDN, limited technical assistance and training for CPSS may be
available through the current Developer Demonstrator project
awarded to the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education. Additional funding sources may be obtained through
your state NDN facilitators or directors of career education. To
find out more about the CPSS Developer Demonstrator Project
contact Ann Nunez at the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education, toll free 800-848-4815 (outside Ohio), or
614-486-3655 (if Ohio, Alaska, or Hawaii). In your state contact
your NDN fzzilitator(s) or director of career education.
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The Motional Center for Reeearch in Vocational Education
The Ohio State University 1960 Kenny Rood Columbus, Ohio 43210 lf elessme XVIS,

Neversher

HIGH SCHOOL VOCATIONAL GRADUATE&
WHICH DOORS ARE OPEN?

In terms of expenditures and
the personal time of both students
and instructors. our country has a
large public investment in secon-
dary vocational education. But in
our efforts to evaluate this disci-
pline. are we really measuring the
true value of our investments? Is
lob placement the only valid suc-
cess criterion, or does vocational
education have significant effects
in other areas as well?

To answer these questions.
National Center researchers
recently completed a series of stu-
dies that dealt specifically with the
patterns of participation in voca-
tional education and their subse-
quent outcomes. The results of
three of these studies. summarized
in the publication High School
Vocational Graduates- Which
Doors Are Open". set the stage
for new understanding in voca-
tional education evaluation by not
only clarifying these patterns. but
also exploring how variations in
these patterns influence students'
success in both the labor market
end postsecondary education.

Defining the 'Vocational" student

Accordrog to Project Director
Dr Paul Campbell. traditional
research into participation in voca
honel education has largely
depended on students' self-report
of high school programs and con -
centratton Recognizing this as an
inaccurate system of classifying
the high School vocational expe-
rience for most purposes. National

Center researchers took a new
approach by combining demogra-
phic, socioeconomic, and inter-
view data from the National
Longitudinal Survey (NLS) -of
Labor Market Experience. New
Youth Cohort, with the actual high
school transcripts of a subsample
of the NLS panel. After integrating
and analyzing these data sources.
researchers were then able to des-
cribe not one but five distinctive
patterns of participation in voca-
tional education: concentration,
limited concentration. concentrati-
on/exploration. exploration. and
incidental/personal use.

Concentrators. explained
Campbell. were those students
who took a substantial number of
courses in a specialty area.
engaged in a continuous program.
and studied the specialty until gra-
duation. Limited concentrators
were similar to the concentrators,
but tended to take fewer vocational
credits, had some breaks in orb-
gram continuity, and occasionally
terminated this program aft.r the
eleventh grade. Concentrator/ex-
plorers tended to concentrate early
in a specialty, but frequently ended
this concentration after the tenth
grade. Other students sampled
many program areas without
choosing a specialty (explorers).
or used vocational courses to
accumulate a small number of high
school credits (incidental/per-
sonal users).

The primary difference
between these Classifications and
those used in previous research.

111

said Campbell. is that the classifi-
cations in this study "involved con-
centrated descriptions of what
high school vocational education
rosy is. In analyzing an issue that
is as complex as the outcomes of
vocational education. we cannot
base our information on isolated or
generic experiences: we must have
data that accurately approximate
the true investment of an individual
student in vocational education."

Pailsrns of Parlicipalbec Do
They Mahe A Difference?

Confirming the results of ear-
lier studies. analyses of variables
such as race, sex, and socioeco-
nomic status in this study ciearty
showed that such external influen-
ces do indeed have a strong effect
on labor market outcomes. In spite
of this effect, however, researchers
did find that vocational education
is able to have some influence on
its users' participation and success
in the labor market.
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THE SCHOOL TO WORK TRANSITION:
A EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE

The year was 1975 Slowly but
surely industeal,zed countries
woond the world were beginning
to notice changes in their eco-
I omic structures. :nflabon was ris-
.ng. productivity growth was
starting to slow down_ Keep.ng
a Jilt workers employed was
becoming more and more difficult.
Reteceng these greater changes.,
youth une-neioyment began to
escalate. and as the years passed
the problem persisted

For the inOustrialized market
economy countries of Western
Europe and Oceania tAustraii.a and
New Zealand). chronic youth
unemployment since the mid-
1970s has caused traditional poli-
cies and practices for the smooth
transition from schoo to work. to
crumble As Beatrice C Reubens
of Columbia ..,niversity notes.
researchers and pol :cymakers in
these countries are no longer foc-
using their transibor studies and
programs or factors such as good
occupational cboice.lhe quality ox.
,Obs. or educatonal and vocational
guidance They are instead direct-
ing :herr attention to the basic

competencies required for work-
ing Me. with a special emphasis on
those youth most likely to become
unemployed

According to Reubens. there
are four international economic
agencies that have -taken a posi-
tion of leadership and innovation
on the transition from school to
work- the European. Community
ct -Common Marker) in Brussels.

Belgium. the Council of Europe in
Strasbourg. France; the Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation
and Development in Pans. France.
and the Nordic Council in Oslo.
Norway. and Copenhagen, Den-
mark. By analyzing the activities of
these organizations over the past
eight years, she has been able to
determine that some of the corn-
rnor European emphases or. the
schoo. -to wish :far.sitozn. are-

1 the special transition problems
of early school leaversthose
who either drop out, fail to
obtain edentiais, or complete
tower seconcary education but
go no further:

2. inadequate preparation in the
basic competenoles required
in working life.

3. too little or overspecialized
vocational training, whether
supplied by the educational or
employment systems.

4. insufficient acquaintance with
the structure and organization
of the work world.

5. faults in all of tne social institu-
tions responsible for easing
the transition of young people
from school to work.

Reubens builds the support
framework for these conclusions
by exploring changes that have
occurred in European educational
philosophies and programs since
1975. Following a stuck by the
Education Committee of the Euro-
pean Community. for example,
member nations were advised to
pay particular attention to factors
such as continuing education and

apollound en pee 3

Which Doors Are Open? - Continued

When compared to a group
such as he expiorers. for exampie.
concentrators .r. 4ocationa. educa-
tion were more ,..keiy to be
emp:oyed. to oe in a training
reiated pusibor and to be active
participares in the .abor force And
although cue,,,enhation did nut
appear to !,a./e a ef7.silive Influence
on :he wage lcerels of whoe males. it
did have Substantially positive
effects on the Parnings of females.
both ard milord)?

Carrpbel I also noted that there
were serrie interesting asst eia-
tiOnS between secondary voca-
tional educalfon and postsecon-
dary education First, the results
showed hi Irartuales of secon

ry vce.a".J.nnIrroryams are more

likely than oot to go on to some
e postsecondary education.

In addition.. til,ose with he highest
degree et oor.oentration are more
.ocel !a be r. ,eUrinsual or two year
uo.iege s cr .n some form

apprenbues' p 1,raiirig than
-.hey ate to be 4ln "Our year aca-
Jerrie_ programs From such
results. said Campbell. parocipa-
1. cr. m formal :ears experiences
after high Sthool rs clearly a Ire-
q.:oent ooli,tri exercised by voca-
t.o graduates

si.rerral,zing the study.
Campteli t-.,1 -the

,r,ipt!ssonns lila* one
eee yes it ,A1/1 .:,*4 an issue
.5 thi2 blgti in

vocational education and its
effects. Although some findings
both positive and negativehave
been reasonably well established.
determining and understanding
the exact conditions under which
they exist will require continuous
monitoring and examination of the
entire vocational education
enterprise

Find out more about the influ-
ence of secondary vocational edu-
cation In High School Vocational
Graduates. Which Doors Are
Open' For ordering information.
please see the Product News sec-
ten ref this issue
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A EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE -

training opportunities for drop-
outs. closer links between gen-
eral education and vocational
training, and curricula and teach-
ing methods that provide approp-
riate preparation for work in their
efforts to reduce youth unemploy-
ment. In addition, many member
nations are now participating in a
European Community-designed
"four-year action program" that
includes special emphasis and
study on areas such as the needs of
Disadvantaged youth. aid for spe-
cat groups (females, migrants. and
handicapped). and continuing pro-
cesses of guidance and counsel-
ing. And although the impact of

CONTINUED

such programs has yet to be evalu-
ated. Reubens says, the United
States should seriously consider
the new outlook of these European
economic organizations that au
young people face problems in the
transition from school to work, and
all require some assistance.

Find out more about the new
European attitude toward the
school-to-work transition by read-
ing From School to Work_ A Euro-
pean Perspectiveone of the ERIC
information Ana.ys:s papers pre-
pared by the National Center For
ordering information. please see
the Product News section of this
issue.

A FINAL REMINDER TO ALL
AVA CONVENTION PARTICIPANTS

If you'll be attending next
month's AVA convention in St.
Louis. be sure to save some time
for participating in the National
Center's many activities!

We're especially hoping to see
you at

The Product Display Booth:
Open daily throughout the con-
vention. the Display Booth will
feature a wide assortment of our
latest and most popular pro-
ducts Stop by booth numbers
232-234 in the Cervantes Con-
vention Center

The Hospitality Suite: Also open
throughout the convention. the
Hospital ty Suite is your special
opportunity to meet and talk
with National Center staff You'll
find the Hospitably Suite in
Stouffers Riverfront Towers

The Product Boundtables:
Scheduled for December 3 from
3.5 00 p m in the MiSSOun
Room of Stouffers Riverfront
Towers. the Roundtables will
feature .he opportunity for a
hands-on look at Nationai

Center products and services
in-

Economic Development and
Productivity
tfocallonal Planning Strafe-
91041
Linking Voc Ed with
illusineeellodustrylLabor
Unlocking Nontraditional
Careers
Transferable Career Ski*
Entrepreneurship
Voc Ed for Adults
National Academy Workshop
Previews
Evaluation of Voc Ed
Guidance and Career
Development
Competency-baud Stall
Development
Postsecondary Occupational
Education
New issues In Voc Ed
Voc Ed for the Handicapped

Each of these activities is pre
sented at no cost to participants.
Be sure to stop by and see us-and
enjoy the convention!

P S - A reminder that the reg-
istration deadline for all pre-AVA
workshops offered by the National
Academy tdescrited in previous
issues of the Centergiamj 4s

November 17_
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CPSS: A UNIQUE

APPROACH TO

CAREER GUIDANCE

In today s complex world, it's
obvious that merely 'earning the
--3-RS" is not enough to guarantee
a students success in the labor
market. Besides providing a solid
grounding in tne basic skills,
schools must also prepare stu-
cents to cope wan cnanges that
wui affect their working eves. a
need tnat can pest oe answered
through a sound career guidance
program.

The National Center's Career
Planning Support System ICPSS)
is an innovative approach to
improving all high school career
guidance programs Through a
series of step-by-step procedures.
CPSS guides rather than pres-
cnbes the upgrading of a career
guidance system by encouraging
the development of a guidance
support structure that involves
school personnel from every
department and every level,
Already recognized as an exem-
plary) roduct by the National Insti-
tute of Education's Joint
Dissemination and Review Panel.
the CPSS system is also a recent
awardee of a Developer Demon-
stratorgrant from thr., National Di!-
Ifiisvon Network 'tlDhli

Under this grant iimited free
technical assistance and training
for CPSS will be available, Addi-
tional funding may also be availa-
ble through state NDN facilitators
or directors of career education
Institutions and organizations
interested in technical assistance
for using the CPSS system should
contact either their state NDN
facilitator ordirectorof careeredu-
cation or Dr Ann Nunez at the
National Center

NOTE. Fora lief brochure on
the CPSS systerf.. el call the
National Center s Isiogiarn infor-
mation Office
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The Ohio Slots University

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE--Upon Receipt
CONTACT: Karen Kimmel Boyle

800/848-4815 toll free in the
continental U.S. outside Ohio

TIE NATICeitl CENTER

FIR ICEMEN k VOCATINAL [MCAT*

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210-1090

Phone: 614-496-3655
Cable. CTVOCEDOSU/Columbus. Ohio

SUBJECT: NATIONAL CENTER OFFERS CAREER GUIDANCE PLANNING TOOL

Are there career development activities in yOur school? Are they meeting

students' needs adequately? If you are aware of such activities, but are not

sure of their content or effectiveness, perhaps you neeu a procedure for

providing an overall structure to your school's career development program.

The Career Planning Support System (CPSS) is an organizational tool

designed by the National Center for Research in Vocational Education to assist

se,ondary schools in developing career guidance programs. Specifically, planning

gu4des and filmstrips help school personnel in conducting local needs ana resource

assessments, writing goals and objectives, developing instructional units, and

evaluating their programs. In addition, National Center staff members are

available to train school personnel in using and implementing CPSS.

One premise of CPSS is that career guidance is the responsibility of the

entire school, not just the counselor. Therefore, this planning process relies

on a working committee of guidance personnel, teacners, students, administrators,

aril other interested individuals.

If you are interested in CPSS, contact Karen Kimmel Boyle or Harry Drier at

the National Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State Zniversity,

1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, OH 43210-1090; 614/486-4655 or toll free in the

continental U.S. outside Ohio at 800/84t-4815.

CPSS is sponsored by tne National Diffusion Network (NDN), U.S. Department

of Education. NUN is dedicated to promoting the use of proven effective

educational interventions.
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ATTACHMENT 6

CPSS AWARENESS WORKSHOP
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CPSS AWARENESS WORKSHOP

Welcome and Introductions

I. The Participants

II. The Presentor

III. The CPSS Developer Demonstration Project

A. Affiliation with the National Diffusion Network

B. Purpose - dissemination of CPSS and activities toward this end.

C. Conduct awareness, workshop instruction in implementation follow-up
and technical assistance and evaluation

OVERVIEW OF CPSS

I. What It Is and Who Are Its Intended Users

A. Handbooks, guides, filmstrips and tapes outlinging career guidance
program management and development procedures. Is process based not
curriculum based.

B. Not just for counselors, but for all school staff. Attempts to overcome
exclusive dependence on guidance counselors to provide all career guidance
services. Is a management tool.

C. Career development in a CPSS perspective i,s defined as the process by
which an individual student acquires the basic, nontechnical skills to
cope in the world of work.

II. The Development of CPSS

A. Why Developed?

1. Schools generally lack a systematic way to meet students' career guidance,
career development needs

2. Systematic Program Planning implies a sequence of steps or procedures
that are tied to the underlying functions of plannins and organization
implementation, and evaluation.

a. Develop both initial organization and support (both approval for
CPSS and a willingness to work with it)

b. Assess student needs

c. Assess resources and review career development methods

d. Develop and prioritize goals
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e. Write behavioral objectives to accomplish the goals

f. Develop career development units

g. Evaluate program, three levels

B. When and Where Developed and Tested

1. Field test

2. Assessment study

3. List of sites on blue brochure

C. Current Demonstration Sites

1. Putnam Public Schools
Putnam , CT 06260
(203) 928-7995 elementary
(203) 928-0525 high school

2. American Sr, High School
18300 N.W. 57th Avenue
Hialeah, FL 33015
(305) 983-4993 home after 4 pm
(305) 557-3770 school

III. What It Does

A. Enables a high school staff to improve the effectiveness of its career
development program through systematic program planning.

B. Guides your school in organizing, implementing, and evaluating career
guidance; all within your resources and based on the needs of your students

C. Guises rather than prescribes and is designed to be integrated into the

school's operations.

D. Is not meant for a one year, one day application.

OVERHEAD Al E. Focuses on the essential skills that students need for their career development,
and identifies five skill categories as fundamental for students' career

development.

1. Personal social awareness - skills needed to better understand
self-interests, abilities, and values, and to make personal career

decisions.

2. Career Awareness - skills needed to find meaningful information

occupations.

3. Job Acquisition and Adjustment - skills needed to locate, obtain,
and adjust to a job, whether it be the first or a subsequent job.

4. Education and Training Exploration - skills needed to find information
about schools that further one's education beyond high school.

5. Education and Training Acquisition and Adjusimrnt - skills needed to

locate, enter, and adjust to a school. 1,0
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F. Over time, student skill development in tnese five areas is the
expected outcome of the procedures suggested by CPSS

JIV. Present the CPSS materials and show AV #1 Orientation to CPSS___1

V. Organization and Staff Requisites for CPSS

A. Change Model and Theory

1. Necessity of acquiring administrative and staff approval and
support.

2. Orientation of school population to CPSS; give information; answer
questions; draw personnel into a CPSS network.

B. CPSS Coordinator

OVERHEAD1 1. Key person responsible for the total program effort, chairs steering
committee

2. Amount and duration of time for CPSS activities--1 hr/day the first year,
or four to eight hrs/wk; viewed as part of normal responsibilities.

C. CPSS Steering Committee

1. Number of persons - three to five faculty and two students

2. Amount and duration of time for CPSS activities - on an average of
one and one half hrs/ wk in first year

3. Ten or more task force members, five faculty and five students.
Average time required is two hrs/ wk for eight to ten weeks in
first year of implementation

4. If school enroll less than 600 students, scale the steering committee
accordingly

D. Relate CPSS materials and roles of Steering Committee persons to the
CPSS process.

E. Implementation Schedule (full implementation in one and one-half years)
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CPSS TRAINING PLAN
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CPSS Training Plan

Welcome and Introductions 30 min.

I. Introduce yourself (and others) as the presenter(s)
(name, affiliation, etc.)

II. Introduce the CPSS Developer/Demonstration Project by
indicating the following: (This can be done by St 'e
facilitator if present).

A. Affiliation with the National Diffusion Network

B. Purpose is to disseminate CPSS and activities
toward this end.

C. Conduct awareness, workshop instruction in imple-
mentation follow-up and technical assistance and
evaluation.

III. Have the participants introduce themselves (name,
position, where from, what they hope to gain from
workshop) (Optional: Conduct warm-up exercise if it
is determined appropriate.)

Overview of the Workshop 5 min.

I. Explain the purpose of the workshop is--to enable
participants (high school personnel) to organize,
implement, and evaluate a schoolwide career guidance
program and design a tentative timeline
with appropriate high school personnel.

II. Indicate that the objectives of the workshop are the
following:

A. To understand CPSS and its essential components

1. Organization for CPSS
2. Resource Assessment
3. Needs Assessment
4. Goal Selection and Behavioral Objectives
5. Career Development Units (curriculum units)
6. Evaluation

To develop a tentative plan on how to use CPSS
in home school district.

Ia. Review the agenda and mention that there will be
small group large group activities and discussion.
Indicate that the workshop is designed to be most
effective for the participants.
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OVERVIEW OF CPSS 30 min.

I. Explain what CPSS is by mentioning the following:

A. CPSS contains handbooks, guides, filmstrips and tapes
outlining career guidance program management and
development procedures. It is process based, not
curriculum based.

Enables a high school staff to improve the
effectiveness of its career development
program through systematic program planning.

Guides the school in organizinj, implementing,
and evaluating career guidance; all within its
resources and based on the needs of its students.

Is not meant for a one year, one day application.

B. CPSS is not just for counselors, but for all school
staff. It attempts to overcome exclusive depen-
dence on guidance counselors to provide all career
guidance services.

C. Career development in a CPSS perspective is defined
as the process by which an individual student ac-
quires the basic, nontechnical skills to cope in
the world of work.

1. Personal social awareness - skills needed to
better understand self-interests, abilities,
and values, and to make personal career
decisions.

2. Career Awafeness skills needed to find mean-
ingful information about occupations.

3. Job Acquisition and Adjustment skills needed
to locate, obtain, and adjust to a job, whether
it be the first or a subsequent job.

4. Education and Training Exploration skills
needed to find information about schools that
further ona's education beyond high school.

5. Education and Training Acquisition and Adjustment -
skills necded to locate, enter, and adjust to a
school.

D. Over tire, Vca.dent skill development in these five
areas is the expected (outcome of the procedures
suartestt,d by CPS.
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E. Systematic Program Planning implies a sequence of
steps or procedures that are tied to the underlying
functions of planning and organization, implementation,
and evaluation.

1. Develop both initial organization and support
(both approval for CPSS and a willingness to
work with it)

2. Assess student needs

3. Assess resources and review career development
methods

4. Develop and prioritize goals

5. Write behavioral objectives to accomplish the
goals

6. Develop career development units

7. Evaluate program, three levels

II. Briefly describe the Development of CPSS

A. It was developed because schools often lack a system
atic way to meet students' career guidance, career
development needs

B. CPSS was initally developed in the early 1970's and
has gone through two majer tests

1. The first field test was 1974-76 in twelve
states. Massive revisions occurred after
that test.

2. Assessment st.7.dy was in 1978-79 to gather data
for JDRP approval. Control schocis in seven
states were involved with experimental and
evaluation study summary.

3. List of sites

III. Show AV 1 "Orientation to CPSS"

A. The strands associated with CPSS mentioned in the
slide tale are not part of the CPSS package approved
by JDRP.

B. implementation Schedule (full implementation in one
to one and one-half years)
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Example Implementation Schedule

Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June
'Organization

it- I -1- -1 4 1- - -I
Resources

I +- 4 L
'Needs

I jf- 1-- --.1 -I - I

!Goals & Objectives
1 1 1 i

l

x--- r -A _

CDO's
1 1 I

H j
1

(Evaluation
1 I i +-

PROCEDURAL STEPS PRESCRIBED BY CPSS

I. Present the following instructions for this section of
workshop.

A. For the remainder of the workshop, nerticipants
will complete some "hands-on" experiences to get
a feel of what CPSS is all about. There will be
small group work and presentations t.,) the large
group.

B. Participants should keep in mind that if their
school district has successfully completed a
procedural step described in CPSS and has
appropriate data the step can be skipped when
using the CPSS materials.

II- Describe the organization of Steering and 25 min.
Advisory Committees (p. 1-3, Coordinator's Handbook)

A. Selection and Role of Steering Committee Coordinator

1. Frovides le.-Adership

2. Actively involved in planning, implementIng,
evaluating CPSS

3. An advocate of CPSS

B. Selection of Steering Committee

1. General considerations

a. be advocates and supporters of CPSS

b. task-oriented persons

c. broad-based representation (teachers,
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students, counselors, administrators), can have
community persons on the steering committee if
an advisory committee is not used

2. Role specific considerations - need persons for
these tasks who are or can become knowledgeable
about the context of the speciality, and who
work well with other people. These persons begin
their duties in the first month. The roles are:

a. Resource leader--responsible for implementing
the resource assessment

b. methods specialist -- responsibly for assisting
CDU instructors to develop the instructional
and/or counseling methods for incorporation
in CDU's.

c. Behavioral Objectives Specialist--responsible
for assisting CDU instructors in writing
behavioral objectives for each CDU

3. Steering committee Selection Procedures

a. manner--volunteerism, coordinator recommenda-
tion, selected by principal, selection by
existing faculty/staff committee

b. have principal notify those selected to
foster cooperation, and to help keep admin-
istration mindful of staff/faculty workload.

4. Selecting the Advisory Committee

a. The committee is a link between the careet
guidance program and the community. It is
optional.

b. The role of the advisory committee is to
review program goals, review activities to
meet goals, provide community perspective
relative to goals and activities, support
the program

c. It is make up of 5-9 persons from business,
industry, agencies, organizations, parents.

d. The committee convenes 3 or 4 times a year- -
at Awareness meeting to review goals; to
participate in annual review; and to suggest
resources.
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e. Ask workshop participants to describe how
they have completed this step (CPSS users
or not).

f. Completion of activity - have participants
think about and write down the names of
people they would involve in their steering
and advisory committees. Use handout
"Committee Selections". If participants
are in teams from the same area, have them
work together.

NOTE: Participants are divided into five small groups to address
the following procedural steps: (1) assessing resources,
(2) assessing needs, (3) selecting program goals, (4) pro-
ducing CDU's, (5) evaluating. Each group is assigned a
procedural step and regtested to complete the handout for
that step. After participants have completed their assign-
ments, they are to give a brief presentation on their step.
Information in the following section of the training out-
line can be used to give summary points for each procedural
step. For III-VII each group has approximately 30 minutes
to prepare presentations and 15 minutes to present.

III. Assessing Rcsources (p. 5 -3, Coordinator's Handbook)

A. Small group fl completes the handout "Resource
Assessment Tasks" using the Coordinator's Handbook
Assessing Resources handbook, and anpropriate
Camera Ready Forms.

B. The following points should be made by group 11 when
they present.

1. Rationale

a. Because of a tendency for high school
prograz, to offer more services than their
resources can adequately support.

b. To better enable the steering committee to
select goals based not only on student need
but also on whether there are resources
available; aid their decision making about
the scope and direction of their career
guidance program.

2. tt!finition of Resources

a. Materials, space, - equipment, people, and
funds in the school and community that can
be used in the career guidance program.
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3. Resource Assessment Task Force Activities

a. Led by a resource leader and with the help
of a task force composed of two faculty
and four students; may form teams or may
divide items among members

b. Identification of resources, school and
community materials, space, equipment,
people, funds

List current career guidance activities
in the high school, feeder schools, and
the state and district

List available school and community
resources that could be used in career
development activities

Provide a school and community description
that includes populations, statistics,
occupations in the community, and courses
offered.

c. Sources of information

Within school--administrators, teachers,
counselors or feeder school

State board of education and local
school district administrators

Periodic and special reports from state
and local governmental agencies and non-
governmental agencies

Reports prepared by BLS, U.S. Labor Dept.,
Bureau of Census, Center for Education
Statistics, local cmployment services

May wish to consult Advisory Committee
members (ideas for additional sources
of information)

d. Accounting for resources, keeping track of
resources used--(Nighlight how information
from these categories--on pg. 10, Assessing
Resources)- -can provide direction to program
planning ask for their ideas

12
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o Responsibility of resource task force
leader

e. Updating of resource assessment information re-
sponsibility of task force leader

4. CPSS materials provided

a. Assessing Resources handbook
b. Form 1-33, 34-39
c. Chapter 2 in Coordinator's Handbook

5. Timing

a. Can coincide with the needs assessment and lasts
six to eight weeks.

Tv. Assessing Needs

A. Small group t2 completes the handout "Needs Assessment
Instruments" using the Coordinator's Handbook, Assessing
Needs: Surveying handbook, and appropriate Camera Ready
Forms.

B. The following points should be made by group 12 when the
group presents.

1. Rationale for conducting a needs assessment

a. Provides information about the perceptions of
students' career development needs that will
provide a basis for setting goals for the school's
career guidance program

b. Identifies areas of career development assistance
that are being addressed adequately as well as
those needing more attention

2. Needs Assessment and the CPSS Program

a. The data gathered from the needs assessment will
form the basis for the Steering Committee's
decisions about goals for the guidance program

b. The needs assessment, along with resource assess-
ment, is started as soon as possible after a
school has decided to use CPSS

c. It helps determine --

- the career development needs of the students,
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- which career development skills recent
graduates think the school helped them
acquire,

- which career development skills parents
and faculty/staff think the school should
provide

3. Implementing a needs assessment - surveying

a. The coordinator oversees and directs this
activity

b. The task force for needs assessment is composed
of four faculty/staff members and students

c. The task force is divided into four teams, one
team for each survey (students, graduates,
parents, faculty)

d. Each task force is responsible for all the tasks
associated with its questionnaires, e.g., selec-
ting sample of graduates, stuffing envelopes,
keeping records, delivering questionnaires to
teachers who will administer them, etc.

4. Content of survey forms, who receives them, and
how they will be administered

a. Student Questionnaire

- Questionnaire asks students if they have
gained skills related to the following
areas: Knowing yourself and others,
exploring jobs, getting a job and keeping
it, exploring education and training, and
getting the education and training you
need. There are a total of 24 questions.

- The procedures suggest that all students
in the high school complete the question-
naire.

Teachers administer the questionnaire to
students in an extended homeroom period.
Students returned the forms to the teachers
who return them to the task force. All
questionnaires are placed in confidential
files.

b. Parent Questionnaires

- Parents are provided the list of five skill
areas referenced for the student question-
naire and are requested to indicate the
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imnortance of the school teaching the skill
areas by rank ordering them from 1 to 5.
Another question asks if the parents think
it is important for the school to assist
students in career planning.

- Each household that has a child in high
school receives a questionnaire.

- The students take the parent questionnaire
home after they have completed the student
questionnaire. A cover letter and optional
brochure are included with the question-
naire. Students return the questionnaire
to the teachers who administered the student
questionnaire. All questionnaires are
placed in a confidential file.

c. Graduate Questionnaire

- This questionnaire asks recent graduates to
indicate if the school helped them obtain
career development skills in the five areas.
The questionnaire contains the same basic
questions as those asked the students.

- The questionnaire is administered to a
representative sample of 100 graduates.

- The questionnaire and a cover letter are
mailed to the graduate. Two weeks after the
initial mailing, a follow-up mailing is sent
to those persons who have not returned their
questionnaires. Questionnaires are placed
in a confidential file.

d. Faculty/Staff Questionnaire

- The faculty/staff questionnaire contains- -
the same questions as the Parent Question-
naire. They are to rank order the skill
areas.

- All teachers, counselors, administrators,
psychologists, social workers, nurses, and
other specialists at the school are to
complete the questionnaire.

- The questionnaires and cover letter arc
placed in faculty/staff mailboxes. When
they have completed the questionnaire,
faculty/staff return the questionnaires are
placed in a confidential file.
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5. What happens to the data

a. The forms are tabulated by small groups

b. Tabulation involves counting the question-
naire responses, computing percentages,
completing display tables, and recording
write in statements and comments

c. A manual procedure is used to transfer
responses to code sheets and to transfer
coded information to summary sheets.

V. Selecting Program Goals

A. Small group #3 completes the handout, "Selecting Program
Goals" using the Coordinator's Handbook and appropriate
Camera Ready Masters.

B. The following points should be made when the group
presents.

1. Deriving programs goals included looking at the CPSS
goals, your school's goals, goals required by your
district or state, and other goals considered im-
portant by the Steering Committee

a. All possible guidance program goals need to be
reviewed and placed in the proper format

b. The Coordinator's Handbook (pp. 36-38) and
"Directions for Writing Goals" in the Camera
Ready Forms discuss the process to be used.
(Goals specify actor and outcome)

c. The process of deriving goals is done by the
Steering Committee

2 Assigning priorities for career skill areas and goals
within then is necessary since it is unlikely that a
school will be able to act on all of the goals.

a. One part of the needs assessment tabulation process
generates a summary table of questionnaire respon-
dents' answers to each of the five skill areas.
This table (Table 40) is reviewed to determine the
skill areas that should have priority. Other
tables (Tables 41-45) generated during the tabula-
tion stage indicate students' specific needs re-
lated to items on the student questionnaire. These
tables are reviewed to determine those items with
greatest need. Priorities are placed on the goal
statements that relate to the need statements.
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b. The Coordinator's Handbook (pp. 40-46), the
completed tables 40-45, and forms "Career
Development Skill Area Priorities", "50
Program Goal", and "52 Career Development
Matrix" in the Camera Ready Forms are used
to complete this step.

c. The assigning priorities step is completed by
the Steering Committee.

3. After the priorities have been determined it is time
to select the goals that will be implemented.

a. The current goals of the school's career guidance
program are to be selected for implementation.
The other goals to be implemented are selected
Lased on available resources, and readiness of
the school for the program.

b. The new goals are selected by following the pro-
cedures outlines in the Coordinator's Handbook
(pp. 47-48).

c. This step, like the previous ones, is completed
by the Steering Committee.

4. The last step in this section is reviewing the goals.
This step is completed to obtain approval and advice
on the goal selection efforts of the Steering Com-
mittee.

a. The goal statements, their assigned priorities,
and the goals selected for implementation need
to be reviewed.

h. Presentations to those reviewing the goals is the
best way of completing this step.

c. The school principal and the CPSS Advisory Com-
mittee are the ones to review the goals.

VI. Producing Career Development Units

A. Small group s4 completes the handout "Producing Career
Development Units" using the Coordinator's Handbook,
Analyzing Methods, Writing Behavorial Objectives, and
appropriate Camera Ready Masters.

n. The following points should be made when The group presents.

1. A CDU's teaching or counseling activity that is
designed and written to establish methods for
achieving all or part of a goal
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2. Behavioral objectives specialist assists career
development unit instructors in writing behavioral
objectives. An objective as the following com-
ponents.

a. Actor

- actors in criterion objectives will be
students

- actors in enabling objectives will be
faculty, staff, administrators, parents
or students

b. Behavior - what the actor should be able to
do, an observable action

c. Condition under which desired behavior will be
performed, can be materials, information, a
setting

d. Degree describes how the actor will be evaluated
or how well, can be minimum degree of success,
minimum number, percentage, time limit, indicate
person to evaluate the performance, set standard
for success.

3. The methods specialist is a resource for CDU
instructors.

a. The methods specialist develops a familiarity
with as many career development methods as
possible considering the specific needs, age
level, and interest of a group and the resourcesavailable.

b. The specialist determines the following about a
method--has it been evaluated, is it applicable,
feasible, acceptable, within given resources

4. An infusion point is the place within the school'scurriculum and the specific course of study thatthe CDU and related goal and objectives shouldbe taught.

5. A CDU format contains the following components

a. Title
b. Goal(s)
c. Cbjectives (behavioral and enabling)
d. Instructor
e. Infusion points
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f. Participants (students)
g. Schedule (when it will be taught)
h. Methods
i. Resources
j. Evaluation plan

6. The instructor's evaluate the CDU's and the Steer-
ing Committee reviews them.

a. An evaluation form is used by the instructor
to indicate how many students met the behavioral
objective and the effectiveness of the method.

b. The Steering Committee reviews the results of the
evaluation and monitors the management of all
CDU's.

c. Review criteria include definition of student
skills and knowledge, proper sequence from basic
to complex, appropriate methods, skills and
knowledge of teaching, completeness.

VII. Evaluating the CPSS Program

A. Small group #5 completes the handout "Evaluating the CPSS
Program" using the Coordinator's Handbook as a resource.

B. The following points should be made when the group presents.

1. The annual program review takes place near the con-
clusion of one school year and near the beginning
of the next.

a. At this point three activities are completed:
(1) review progress levels of the implemented
CDU's, (2) review goals not yet implemented,
(3) make decisions concerning the revision and
expansion of the program.

b. In Steering Committee meetings, members (with
assistance of CDU instructors) determine if
achievement rates for behavioral objectives are
satisfactory, review evaluation reports on the
CDUs and record recommendations for changes
of CDUs. Recommendations for change include
adding behavioral objectives, changing methods,
and changing infusion points.

c. Steering Committee determines if number of
students participating in CDU should be changed.

d. Steering Committee determines the availability
of resources to implement additional goals.
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e. If resources are available additional goals
are selected for inP2ementation and CDUs
are written.

2. Reassessment of the program takes place every three
years.

a. It is an annual review, plus a needs assessment.

b. The needs assessment is of students and graduates.

c. Is started the second half of the year.

d. A program reassessment task force completes the
needs assessment aspects of the effort.

e. The data should indicate (1) how successful the
program has been in reducing student need, and
(2) how adequate the program is as perceived
by recent graduates.

3. The evaluation processes allows the school to make
changes in the program so it effectively meets the
needs of students.

VIII. Personal Plan of Action (90-120 minutes)

A. After all of the procedural steps have been presented by
the small groups, it is time for participants to think
about how they can use CPSS in their own settings. Allow
time for the participants to ask specific questions re-
garding the process used in each of the CPSS steps.

B. Ask participants to share what they have done to complete
similar activities.

C. Have participants work individually or in small groups to
discuss and write down what they want to do with CPSS and
how they would go about doing it. -

D. Explain what it means to adopt CPSS as a part of NDN and
to sign and implementation agreement.
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13

Example Implementation Schedule

Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June

Organization X

Resources

::zeds X I

Gcals and Objectives 1 X - - X

CDU's X- -- - - -X
Evaluation X

..
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COMMITTEE SELECTIONS

Instructions: List the names and positions of people who could
would be members of a CPSS Steering Committee and an Advisory
Committee in your community. Refer to pages 1-3 of the Coordin-
ator's Handbook for criteria. Provide a rationale for your
selections.

Name

Steering Committee

Position Rationale

Name

Advisory Committee

Role in Community Rationale
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Resource Assessment Tasks

Instructions: Read the following memo and prepare the requested
presentation. Use the Coordinator's Handbook
(pp. 5-8), Assessing Resources handbook, and
Camera Ready Forms as resources.

Memo

TO: Resource Assessment Task Force

FROM: Steering Committee Coordinator

SUBJECT: Resource Assessment

One of the first major tasks to be completed in CPSS is resource
assessment. This is an important and vital function of CPSS for
it provides valuable data on what resources we have in our school
and community. Additionally, it provides for an accounting of
what resources we have and how we use them. So that all members
on the Steering Committee have a clear understanding of resource
assessment, there will be a meeting this Wednesday in the con-
ference room for an orientation to resources assessment. At this
meeting, I will expect you to provide a rationale for resource
assessment, give an operational definition of 'resource", explain
the activities your task force will be completing, and suggest a
time line for completing the activities. Be sure to include a
brief description of the types of resources you will be assessing
and the sources of the resources. Your presentation at the
steering committee meeting should last five to ten minutes.
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Needs Assessment

Instructions: Read the following memo and prepare the requested
presentation. Use the Coordinator's Handbook
(pp. 9-25), Assessing Needs: Surveying handbook,
and Camera Ready Forms as resources.

MEMO

TO: Task Force for Surve_ng Component of Needs Assessment

FROM: Steering Committee Coordinator

SUBJECT: CPSS Survey Instruments

In the past review weeks, the school's principal has received
inquiries regarding the types of survey instruments that will Le
used in conducting the needs assessment. In order to provide clar-
ification for her, members of the school board, alid other interested
individuals, I would like you to prepare a ten minute presentation
that addresses the following elements.

1. Why is a needs assessment being conducted?

2. What does data collection entail?

3. How does data collection fit into the entire CPSS
program?

4. What do each of the survey instruments contain and
who will receive them?

5. How will each of the survey instruments be administered?

6. What happens after all the data are collected?

This presentation will be given at the next School Board meeting.
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Selecting Program Goals

Instructions: Read the following memo and complete the described
activities. Use the Coordinator's Handbook (pp.
33-49) and Camera Ready Forms as resources.

MEMO

TO: Selected Steering Committee Members

FROM: CPSS Coordinator

SUBJECT: Selecting Program Goals

The needs assessment surveys have been tabulated, and it is
now time to start the process of selecting the goals for our career
guidance program. This is an important and somewhat complex task.
Therefore, I want us to dc:elop a plan on how we are going to pro-
ceed through this critical step_ The plan will have four components:
(1) Deriving Program Goals, (2) Assigning Priorities, (3) Selecting
Goals, and (4) Reviewing Goals. For each section of the plan, I
want you to indicate what needs to be completed, how it, will be
done, and who will be responsible for doing it. Please be prepared
to present your plan at the next Steering Committee meeting.
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Producing Career Development Units

Instructions: Read the following memo, complete the described
activity. Use the Coordinator's Handbook (pp.
51-56), Producing CDUs, Analyzing Methods, Writing
Behavioral Objectives, and appropriate Camera
Ready Masters.

MEMO

TO: Selected Steering Committee Members

FROM: CPSS Coordinator

SUBJECT: Production of Career Development Units (CDUs)

We have come a far way in the last few months with the com-
pletion of the needs assessment, resource assessment, and
selection of goals. It is now time to start the process of pro-
ducing Career Development Units. The first CDU will be coordinated
by the junior English teachers. To assist the CDU coordinator, I
want you to discuss with him the following points.

1. Wnat is a CDU?

2. What is the role of the behavioral objective specialit?

3. What is the role of the methods specialist?

What is meant by infusion points?

What is the basic format of a CDU?

6. How is a CDU evaluated?
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Evaluating the CPSS Program

Instructions: Read the following memo and complete the assigned
activity. Use Coordinator's Handbook (pp. 57-78)
as a resource.

MEMO

TO: Selected Steering Committee Members

FROM: CPSS Coordinator

SUBJECT: Evaluation of CPSS Program

Recently, I was discussing with the school principal the
evaluation results of the first CDU that was implemented. She was
impressed with its effectiveness and wanted to know the other
means we are going to use to evaluate the CPSS program. I pro-
vided her with a general answer and indicated that you would com-
municate the process to her in more depth.

Please prepare a five to ten minute presentation on the
topic. Cover the following points.

1. What are the two levels of evaluation?

2. What does each level entail?
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School

Address

City/State/Zip

The Career Planning Support System
National Center for Research in Vocational Education

The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road

Columbus, Ohio 43210
614/486-3655

ADOPTION AGREEMENT

Phone ( )

By signing this agreement, the school district and the Career Planning Support System
(CPSS) Project agree to complete the following activities.

1.0.0 The will:
(School)

1.1.0 Enable administrators, teachers, and/or counselors to receive a one day
training on CPSS.

1.2.0 Purchase the CPSS materials.
1.3.0 Agree to complete the following planning aspects of CPSS (or show evidence

that it has already satisfactorily completed them).

1.3.1 Organize a Steering Committee and Advisory Committee.
1.3.2 Conduct a resource assessment.
1.3.3 Conduct a needs assessment.
1.3.4 Establish goal priorities.
1.3.5 Produce Career Development Units (at least one).
1.3.6 Conduct an evaluation of program progress.

1.4.0 Conduct the above activities in a year's time period.
1.5.0 Provide necessary information for project staff to monitor program

implementation.

L.0.0 The Career Planning Support System Project Staff will:

2.1.0 Conduct a one day training session of the use of CPSS.
2-2.0 Provide technical assistance to the adoption school as requested and

possible, given available resources, for the identification and re-
solution of problems associated with the project and use of its
products.

2.3.0 Toll-free telephone services to the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education.

2.4.0 Sufficient copies of report forms and information collection materials.

sibnat4tc indicates your intention of adopting the Career Manning Supp,.rt System.
:he Fro;eut is indicating a commitment to assist you in the implementation of the
project.

Authoriz..d Agent/Adopting School Position Dat

Karen Kimmel Boyle, CPSS Project Director
National Center for Research in Vocational Education
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ATTACHMENT 8

ADOPTION AGREEMENT
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School

Address

City/State/Zip

The Career Planning Support.System
National Center for Research in Vocational Education

The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road

Columbus, Ohio 43210
614/486-3655

ADOPTION AGREEMENT

Phone ( )

3y signing tnis agreement, the school district and the Career Planning Support System
(CPSS) Project agree to complete the following activities.

1.0.0 The will:
(School)

1.1.0 Enable administrators, teachers, and/or counselors to receive a one day
training on CPSS.

1.2.0 Purchase the CPSS materials.
1.3.0 Agree to complete the following planning aspects of CPSS (or show evidence

that it has already satisfactorily completed them).

1.3.1 Organize a Steering Committee and Advisory Committee.
1.3.2 Conduct a resource assessment.
1.3.3 Conduct a needs assessment.
1.3.4 Establish goal priorities.
1.3.5 Produce Career Development Units (at least one).
1.3.6 Conduct an evaluation of program progress.

1.4.0 Conduct the above activities in a year's time period.
1.3.0 Provide necessary information for project staff to monitor program

implementation.

2.0.0 The Career Planning Support System Project Staff will:

2.1.0 Conduct a one day training session of the use of CPSS.
2.2.0 Provide technical assistance to the adoption school as requested and

possible, given available resources, for the identification ana re-
solution of problems associated with the project and use of its
products.

2.3.0 Toll -free telephone services to the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education.

2.4.0 Sufficient copies of report forms and information collection materials.

:7-ut signature indicates your intention of adopting the Career Planning Suppk.rt System.
he project is indicating a commitment to assist you In the implementation of the

project.

Authorized Agent/Adopting School Position Date

Karen Kimmel Boyle, CPSS Project Director
National Center for Research in Vocation; 139 ration
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ATTENTION 9

AWARENESS MATERIALS QUESTIONNAIRE
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AWARENESS MATERIALS QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear :

It is apparent that you recognize the need to assist youth in gaining the
skills and knowledge to plan for and acquire meaningful careers. 4 whileback you requested information about the Career Planning Support System(CPSS). As you may recall, CPSS

materials--systematic program planning
tools--are designed to help secondary school staff establish an accountable
career development program. I would very much appreciate receiving the
following information from you:

o Did you purchase any of the CPSS materials?

o If yes, are you currently using CPSS and how?

o If no, what influenced your decision not to purchase CPSS?

o Did you share information that you received about CPSS with others?

o If yes, what types of individuals? How many?

o Do you need additional information about CPSS?

o If yes, what information would be helpful to you?

Please send me an informal response to the questions as well as any other
comments that you may have. Feedback from you is important to our futureplanning efforts. Thank you for your assistance and I siall look forward tohearing from you. I can be contacted at the National Center. Our toll freephone number is 1-800-848-4815.

Sincerely,

Karen Kimmel Boyle
Project Director

KKB /bh
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ATTENTION 10

AWARENESS SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE
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AWARENESS SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear :

The challenge to assist yoith in gaining the skills and knowledge to plan
for and acquire meaningful careers is a major concern. It is apparent that
you are willing to accept this challenge. On in you attended an
awareness session on the Career Planning Support System (CPSS). As you may
recall, CPSS is a nationally validated program that is available for
adoption through the National Diffusion Network. CPSS materials- -

systematic program planning tools--are designed to help secondary school
staff establish an accountable career development program.

I am writing to ask for your help in our future planning efforts. Please
send me a very informal response to the following questions:

o Did you purchase CPSS? If not, what influenced your
decision?

o If you decided not to adopt CPSS, what influenced your
decision?

o Have you had any involvement with CPSS since you attended the
training session? If yes, what is the nature of this
inv.sivement?

o tic you need any additional information about CPSS? If yes, what
information would be helpful to you?

Please note the answers to the above questions and any OPr comments that
you nay have in your response. Thank you for your assistance and I shall
look forward io hearing from you. I can be contacted at the National
Center. Our toii free phone number is 1-800448-4815.

Sincerely,

Karen Kimmel Boyle
Project Director

KKB/bh
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ATTENTION 11

WORKSHOP EFFECTIVENESS

I 4 q
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WORKSHOP EFFECTIVENESS

1. To what extent were the materials, processes, and organizational aspects of the
workshop successfully used in the presentation and delivery of the workshop?
For those materials, processes, or organizational aspects that you marked as
'unsuccessful* or *slightly successful,' provide brief comments as to how they
might be improved.

Success

1 1 1

VI
In

v*-- >s CI
w-- C./

VI >I rJ U

4-41 (1.9

>,
I = 1 1 r I 1 I

I VI 1

MaterialsProcesses Conments

Materials

1 2 3 4 Handouts/Worksheets
Transparencies

Processes

1 2 3 Lecture Presentations

1 2 3 4 Large Group Discussions

1 2 3 4 Small Group Sessions

Organizational Aspects

1 2 3 4 Organization in Terms
of the Logical Flow of Ideas

1 2 3 4 Important Concepts Reinforced

1 2 3 4 The Mix of Activities Helpful
in Maintaining Interest
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2. Indicate those aspects of the workshop that you liked most and those that you
liked least.

Liked Most Comments

Liked Least Comments

3. SUGGESTIONS: Please provide suggestions or comments that you have for improving

the workshop, workshop materials, and so on.
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ATTACHMENT 12

CAREER PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM
REPORTING FORM

1S3
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CAREER PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTE4
REPORTING F0101

Name

School

Address

Telephone Number

Please indicate which of the following steps of the Career Planning Support
System (CPSS) you have completed by placing a "C" on the appropriate line
and which of the steps you are currently working on by placing a "W" on the
appropriate line.

Used procedures
outlined in CPSS

Developing the Steering Committee and Advisory
Committee

Gaining Administrative Support

Assessing Student Needs

Assessing Resources and Reviewing Career Development

Methods

Developing and Prioritizing Goals

Writing Behavioral Objectives

Developing Career Development Units

Evaluating the Program

Please describe any problems you encountered on any of the above steps and

how you overcame the problems.

Describe any technical assistance that you foresee needing.

Attach copies of the materials you have developed as a result of using CPSS
(news articles, other purplicity activities, assessment instruments, results
.4 assessments, seal statements, objective statements, career development units).

Return the form as soon as possible to: Karen Kimmel Boyle, National Center
for Research in Vocational Education,

11Z 1960 Renny Rd., Columbus, OH 43210
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ATTACHMENT 13

THE CAREER PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM
CERTIFIED TRAINER AGREEMENT
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The Career Planning Support System
Certified Trainer Agreement

Certified Trainer

Title

Address

City, State, Zip Code

Phone ( )

Check the activities that you are interested in doing.

As a certified trainer, I will:

1. Conduct awareness sessions on CPSS

2. Conduct one-day training sessions on CPSS

3. Provide technical assistance to schools

4. Conduct on-site evaluations

I will do the above activities in:

1. My local geographic area

2. My state

3. States surrounding mine

4. Anywhere in the United States

The maximum number of days that I would be able to work on the

project are

I understand that the project has provided me with a complete set

of tne CPSS materials and the CPSS training materials. It will

provide necessary brochures, handouts and other materials for me

to conduct the agreed upon activities.

Project staff will complete the logistics of the activity I am to

conduct. Project staff will provide me with all the specific

information I need to know regarding the activity.

Certified Trainer Date

CPSS Project Director
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ATTACHMENT 14

APPLICATION FOR TDRP RECERTIFICATION
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The Ohio State University

Mr. Lou Walker
National Diffusion Network
Department of Education
Suite 714 Brown Mail Stop 30
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Mr. Walker:

THE $010$14. CENTER

FOR RESilitCHINVOCATINAL EDUCATION

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Phone: 614-486-3655
Cable: CTVOCEDOSU/C.olumbt,s, Ohio

Please find enclosed a copy of our CPSS recertification proposal.
I trust you will find that the results obtained from the American
Senior High School, Hialeah, Florida established the fact that
the CPSS not only has initial impact but it is maintained over time.

While the recertification report speaks for itself I feel compelled
to mention a few points about CPSS that make it extremely difficult
to measure and especially over full time. First, the CPSS has as its
broad goal that after successfully adopted and implemented t5 years)
observers should not be able to easily identify its parts. In
essence the logic and methods contained in the CPSS material are to
be totally infused into the districts plan and program operation.
This was true in the American Senior High School for the elements
associated with CPSS was within all curriculum, guidance programming,
and general plan but hard to determine emperically that CPSS caused
the change.

Another problem we found was that all the Career Development infused
curriculum activities are embedied into each teachers overall lesson
plans. We are told that to assemble these lessons plans, which are
key to demonstrating the CPSS effectiveness, it was pointed out
that this was impossible. Apparently, because of the districts
size, to assemble these CPSS spawned career development units would
take much time and represent thousands of pages. These reasons and
the fact that to release such materials would break a current teacher
contract clause it was difficult for the current raters to get a
total feel for this aspect of CPSS implementation.

In summary the American senior High Schools Career Development pro-
gram rated low before initially adopting and using CPSS. After five
years the reviewers found their program to be most comprehensive and
effective. CPSS has been so successful that it was no longer possible

review and rate previous control schools. Since 1980 when our field
te:..ting of CPSS was completed all High Schools in the district re-
ceived training and sufficient materials and has since implemented
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the system. This contaiinated the control schools and they could
not be used.

We are Pleased with our efforts to date and through recertification
we will have the additional time to cause much broader interest,
adoption and implementation of the CPSS.

I would be most happy to Provide additional information or answer any
questions you may have.

Sin erely,

)

Associa e Director
Harry N. Drier
/

HND:ik

Enclosure: Xerox copies of the reviewers/raters and experimental
school self rating forms for your review.

cc: Karen Kimmel Boyle
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Project Title:

APPLICATION FOR
TDRP RECERTIFICATION

January 1, 1985

CAREER PLANAING SUPPORT SYSTEM

Name of Contact: Harry Drier or Karen Kimmel Boyle
National Center for Research in

Vocational Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Phone:

Name of Project
Evaluator

1-800-848-4815 or 614-486-3655

TDRP 480-5
5-23-80

Mr. Harry N. Drier, Associate Director
National Center for Research in
Vocational Education

The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

A. NARRATIVE

1. Description of the Program. The Career Planning Support System

(CPSS) is an organizational tool for planning, implementing, and

evaluating a comprehensive career development program. The key

elements of a systematic plan for career guidance are the following:

a. An organizational structure facilitating a career
development program, to include clearly designated
leadership, permaner active committees and work
groups, and administrative cooperation.

b. An asessment of the career development needs of local
students and use of the results of the needs assessment
in the career development program.

c. The creation of explicit career development goals
reflecting assessed career development needs.

3. The creation of behavioral objectives designated to
implement the goals.
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C. The creation of student activities to achieve the
objectives and goals.

CPSS consists of handbooks, reproducible forms, and filmstrips that

describe a comprehensive organizational framework and procedural steps

a school staff can use to create an accountable, schoolwide, high

school career development program.

2. Evaluation Design. The evaluation design employed in this study

is fundamentally the same as that used in the original submission.

The school providing the data (which was one of the original test

sites) completed the Career Development Program Status Report. The

Status Report is a 20-pace form that provides a structure for school

personnel to describe their career development program. The Verifi-

cation Checklist was completed by project staff through an interview

with school personnel. The checklist was designed to ensure that the

Status Report was complete. Then, two experts in career development

programming independently rated the collected data, described above,

using the Career Development Program Rating Instrument.

B. COMPARATIVE DATA

Based on the reviewers' ratings, American High School in Dade

County, Florida has a high-quality career development program. The

key elements of CPSS that are essential to a quality career develop-

ment program are visible. The following is a description of how each

element is evident:

1. There is an organizational structure that facilitates the
maintenance and improvement of the school's career develop-

ment program. At the school and district levels, there are
individuals (e.g., counselors, teachers, occupational
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Figure 1 graphically depicts ratings by career development experts

that show the degree to which each of the five key elements of

CPSS were systematicelv implemented by the schools in the two

studies. The raters also evaluated the overall quality of the

schools' career development programs. The raters used a five-point

scale from zero to four, with zero as the lowest rating. Each of the

craphs in Fig%re 1 compares the experts' ratings for the original

control and experimental schools and for the recertification school

(American ich School). All of the ratings are favorable for the

recertification school for "Panel 2, Needs Assessment." The school

staff members reported that they did not conduct a new needs

assessment since they felt the original needs assessment was still

valid with minor revisions. Favorable ratings indicate that the

school systematically implemented the elements.

The educational importance of CPSS is high. With the recent

passage of the Carl Perkins Vocational Education Act, the federal

government has again emphasized the importance of comprehensive career

development programs. Part D of this Act outlines the need for such

programs CPSS provides a viable means of implementing the intent of

this cart of the legislation.

C. OPERATIONAL COSTS

The cost estimates for operating CPSS have increased only as staff

salaries have increased. The major cost is staff time. It takes

about .one-third of the coordinaters' time to establish a career

develzonent program using the CPSS. Cost for the CPSS materials has

been maintained at S60. Training conducted by CPSS project staff is

approximately $250 per trainer plus travel expenses.
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It is difficult to put a specific cost figure on use of CPSS,

since cost is so dependent on local situations. However, an estimate

of $7,500 for the first year and $3,000 for subsequent years is

realistic. Aaain, these costs do not totally represent new budget

dollars, but rather the use of existing monies for the CPSS program.

The following section presents the results of the studies'

evaluation of CPSS key elements at the schools.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

1. Was assessment of students' career development conducted
during the oast year?

1 - No 1 - ves
100% confidence 55% confidence

2. Was the assessment designed to assess student needs for
career development skills to determine some other information?

1 - Student-centered
50% confidence

3. Were the results of the needs assessment tabulated?

I - No
60% confidence

GOALS

4. Are explicit goals for student career development reported?

2 - Yes
95% confidence, 1 - no confidence rating

5. Are these career development goals formulated from the
results of a needs assessment?

1 - No 1 - Yes
100% confidence 75% confidence

6. Are the reported goals for student career development
zr.ganizerl. xn order of priority based upon identified neeas?

1 - No
72% confidence
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OBJECTIVES

7. Are explicit objectives for student career development
reported?

2 - Yes
90% confidence, 98% confidence

8. Do most of the objectives state who are the key actors?

2 - Yes
100% confidence, 55% confidence

9. Do most of the objectives state what behavior is to be
demonstrated?

2 - No
100% confidence, 82% confidence

10. Do most of the objectives state what the conditions are under
which the behavior is to be demonstrated?

1 - Yes 1 - No
100% confidence 100% confidence

11. Do most of the objectives state what degree of success is

recuired to achieve the objective?

2 - No
100% confidence, 92% confidence

12. Are the reported objectives written for and designed to
achieve specific student career development coals?

1 - Always 1 - Most of the time
ICO% confidence 70% confidence

CAREER DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

13. Is there a goal listed for the career development activity?

3 - Yes
3 - 100% confidence

:. Is the goal listed for the career development activity
reported on the Status Report pp. 5, 13 or 14?

3 - Yes
2 - 100% confidence, I - 78% confidence
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15. Is an objective listed for the career development activity?

3 - Yes
2 - 100% confidence, 70% confidence

16. Do most of the objectives listed in the activity state who are
the key actors?

3 - Yes
2 - 100% confidence, 72% confidence

17. Do most of the objectives listed in the activity state what
behavior is to be demonstrated?

3 - No
2 - 80% confidence, 100% confidence

18. Do most of the objectives listed in the activity state what
the conditions are under which the behavior is to be
demonstrated?

3 - No
2 - 75% confidence, 100% confidence

19. Do most of the objectives listed in the activity state what
degree of success is reauired to achieve the objectives?

3 -No
2 - S2% confidence, 100% confidence

20. Is a target student group reported for the activity?

3 - Yes
2 - 100% confidence, 95% confidence

21. Are explicit methods for instruction reported for the career
development activity?

2 - Yes 1 - No
2 - 100% confidence 100% confidence

22. Is there reported evidence that the effects of the career
development activity are determined by means of student
outcomes measure?

2 - Yes 1 - No
2 - :00% confidence 100% confidence

23. Based on your experience, what is the chance that the methods
described for each of the activities will achieve the specific
objectives listed for the activity?

2 - Good chance 1 - Not applicable
2 - 98% confidence 1001 confidence
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24. that is your best estimate of the chance that each of the
career development activities will improve student career
development skills?

2 - Good chance 1 - Little chance
2 - 98% confidence 82% confidence

25. Does each activity meet a student career development need?

3 - Yes
3 - 98% confidence

26. Is each activity constructed to permit easy use by faculty and
staff?

2 - Yes 1 - No
98% confidence 62% confidence

27. Is each activity constructed to encourage student acceptance?

3 - Yes
2 - 90% confidence, 50% confidence

STAFF ORGANIZATION

28. Was a committee selected to plan a program for student career
development?

2 - Yes
2 - 100% confidence

29. Did the committee meet regularly during the planning period?

1 - No 1 - Yes
100% confidence 60% confidence

30. Did the committee coordinate planning activities?

- Yes
100% confidence, 80% confidence

. Were school administrators involved in planning the career
development program?

2 - Yes Extent of involvement
2 - 100% confidence 2 - Moderate

32. Were school counselors involved in planning the career
development program?

2 - Yes Extent tf involvement
2 - 100% confidence 1 - High 1 - Moderate
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33. Were school teachers involved in planning the career
development Program?

2 - Yes Extent of involvement
2 - 100% confidence 2 - Moderate

34. Were school students involved in planning the career
development Program?

1 --Yes
100% confidence

1 - No
100% confidence

Extent of involvement
1 - Cannot determine

35. Were community members involved in planning the career
development Program?.

1 - Yes
100% confidence

1 - No
72% confidence

Extent of involvement
1 - Moderate

36. Were parents involved in planning the career development
program?

2 - Yes
98% confidence,
60% confidence

Extent of involvement
Cannot determine

37. Were others involved in planning the career development
program?

1 - Yes
98% confidence

1 - No
72% confidence

FUTURE PROGRAM

Extent of involvement
1 - Moderate

38. If reported plans are carried out, what is the chance that
student career development skills will be improved?

1 - Good chance 1 - Some chance
80% confidence 80% confidence
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1VERALL PROGRAM

39. Estimate (scale of 0-4) the extent to which the school staff
was organized to plan systematically a comprehensive career
development program by evidence of clearly designated leader-
ship, administrative cooperation, and permanent active groups
and committees.

1-4 Great extent 1-3
90% confidence 90% confidence

40. Estimate (scale of 0-4) the extent to which a student career
development needs assessment was conducted, tabulated, pro-
perly interpreted, and the data utilized for planning the
career development program.

1-0 Limited extent 1-1

90% confidence 80% confidence

41. Estimate (scale 0-4) the extent to which a comprehensive set
of ordered career development goals reflecting assessed
student career development needs were developed and used in
planning, implementation, and evaluation of the program.

1-3 1-2
90% confidence 75% confidence

42. Estimate (scale 0-4) the extent to which a set of behavioral
objectives was developed reflecting specific goals and con-
taining a clear statement of the intended audience, behavior,
situation, and standard of mastery.

1-2 1-1
90% confidence 90% confidence

43. Estimate (scale 0-4) the extent to which career development
activities were developed that reflect student needs, goals,
and associated objectives, and that indicate methods, target
student group, and outcome measures.

1-3 1_1

80% confidence 92% confidence

44. Based on available information, rate (scale 0-4) the overall
quality of the school's career development program.

1-4 Very high quality 1-3
92% confidence 98% confidence
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P. O. Box 967 P

McCall, ID 83638

Jerry Randolph
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P. 0. Box 14 - Ed. Dept.

Boise, 10 83707
Dina Bray
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Snake River Dist. 152 2 R 3 7-12 20 1 2 400 8/1

Route 5 Box 14 P

Blackfoot, ID 83221

Catherine 0. Jones
.
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Canyon Dist 1139
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Fruitland Dist 1373
P 0 Box 387
Fruitland, ID 83619
Mike Knee
(208) 452-4411

Cascade District #422
209 School Street
Cascade, ID 83611
Elsie Krause
(208) 382-4227

Weiser Dist #431
925 Pioneer Rd
Weiser, ID 83672
Mike Friend
(208) 549-2595

Midvale Dist 1433
Midvale, ID 83645
Jack Fields
(208) 355-2234

Mountain Home Dist #193
P 0 Box 890
140 N. 3rd E.
Mountain Home, ID 83647
Ray A. Lamb
(208) 587-4483
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Buhl District 1412 2 R 2 6-12 30 1 1 700 4/83

216 North Seventh St P

Buhl, ID 83316
Neola Weaver
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811 Meridian Street P
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Rocky Jordan
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Tacoma Public Schools
Lincoln High School
P.O. Box 1357
Tacoma, WA 98401
Ed Roa/kuam
(206) 593-6812

Merrill Area Public
Schools

Merrill Senior High
Merrill, WI 54452
Strand Wedul
(715) 536-4594
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Bishop Kelly High School 1 MC 1 9-12 19 1 0 425 4/83

7009 Franklin Road PR

Boise, ID 83709
Judith Krcos
(208) 375-6010

Youth Services Ce,-.er 2 R 1 7-12 16 2 0 350 4/83
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Special 556
Box 40

PR

'4
St. Anthony, ID 83445
F. Bayne Weeks
(208) 624-3462

University of Idaho 1 SC 1 2 25 4/83

College of Education

Moscow, II) 83843

Jerry luchscherer
(208) 885-6558

College of Idaho 1 SC 1 N/A 2 1 1 20 4/83

Graduate Studies Office PR

Caldwell, ID 83605
Jane Shcrran
(208) 459-5211

ima.. of Counselor ED Z. 2 MC 1 10 1 3 12 4/83

Special Education
Idaho State University
Pocatello, ID 83209

Arthur P. Lloyd

2 01 (208) 2.40-3156
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Putnam high School
Schoolhouse Drive
Putnam, CT 06260

Contact: Richard Jaquish

(202) 928-0525

Joseph P. Keefe Technical
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750 Winter Street
Framingham.. AL 01701
(617) 819 -5400
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